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Abstract 

Player tracking data has previously been used to quantify movement profiles in the 

Australian Football League (AFL), however little research exists into its use to measure 

the spatial interactions of players. This thesis presents new methodologies for measuring 

the spatial interactions and occupancy of players in team sports. Global positioning systems 

(GPS) and local positioning systems (LPS) spatiotemporal datasets were sourced from 

training sessions, Under-18s matches and elite-level AFL matches. Datasets were 

consolidated with play-by-play transactions to infer ball position. An initial pilot study 

investigated the relative importance of traditional performance indicators to inform the 

focus of later studies. Subsequent chapters investigated the relative phase of inter- and 

intra-team player couples and multiple approaches to the measurement of the spatial 

control of individuals. Gaussian mixture models (GMM) were used to estimate the density 

of player groups in order to analyse changes in congestion throughout a match. Player 

motion models fit on player displacements were combined with a measure of field equity 

to value the passing decisions of players. A new approach to player motion models was 

developed by fitting the weighted distributions of player commitment to contest events. 

The resultant models more realistically explain player behaviour in proximity to the ball. 

The models were used to measure the spatial control of teams, from which the spatial 

characteristics of passes in the AFL were extracted. Passes were clustered into three distinct 

styles. In the final chapter of this thesis, the models developed in the preceding sections 

are used to develop a new decision-making model. The expected outcomes of a player’s 

passing options are modelled through consideration of field equity, spatial control, kicking 

variance and possession outcomes. Using this model, passing decisions from the 2017 and 

2018 AFL seasons were analysed. In contrast to previous studies, the value of a player’s 

decision is measured relative to their options, rather than to an increase in possession 

expectation. This thesis aims to derive insights into player movement behaviour in 

Australian football. Furthermore, the novel spatial metrics developed in this thesis have 

applications in player recruitment, coaching, and performance analysis. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Chapter Overview 

This chapter outlines the research scope (Section 1.1) and outcomes (Section 1.2) of this 

thesis. Section 1.3 outlines the thesis structure and provides an overview of the research 

contained in each chapter. Finally, Section 1.4 provides the reader with an introduction to 

Australian Rules football, providing context for the analysis contained in the thesis. 

1.1 RESEARCH SCOPE AND SIGNIFICANCE 

Spatiotemporal data refers to data that has a spatial and temporal component. In the context 

of sport, a primary source of spatiotemporal data is player-tracking data collected by 

wearable tracking devices or computer vision technologies. While this data has been 

collected in the Australian Football League (AFL) since 2005 (Le Grand, 2007; Wisbey, 

et al., 2008), limited research has been conducted into its applications. In other team sports, 

research into its applications has been growing each year (Gudmundsson & Horton, 2017). 

In this thesis, methods for analysing spatiotemporal data in Australian Rules football are 

presented. 

A review of spatiotemporal analysis in team sports that involved non-trivial 

computation by Gudmundsson and Horton (2017) posed a number of open questions that 

warrant additional research in this space. These questions are topics that have yet to be 

approached by previous studies (Gudmundsson & Horton, 2017). The initial approach of 

this thesis was to address these topics in the context of Australian Rules football. Where 

possible, analysis and applications were demonstrated that can be transferred to other 

invasion team sports, rather than specific to Australian football. In doing so, the aim of this 
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thesis was to focus on the development of novel spatiotemporal analytical methodologies, 

rather than findings that are specific to Australian football. The topics of focus are as 

follows: 

Topic 1. The function modelling player motion used in dominant region 

computations has often been simple for reasons of tractability or convenience. 

Factors such as physiological constraints of the players and a priori momentum 

have been ignored. A motion function that faithfully models player movement and 

is tractable for computation is an open problem. (Gudmundsson & Horton, 2017) 

Topic 2. The existing tools for determining whether a player is open to receive a 

pass only consider passes made along the shortest path between passer and 

receiver and where the ball is moving at constant velocity. The development of 

more realistic model that allows for aerial passes, effects of ball-spin, and variable 

velocities is an interesting research question. (Gudmundsson & Horton, 2017) 

Topic 3. The definition of spatial pressure in Taki et al. (2000) is simple and does 

not model effects such as the direction the player is facing or the direction of 

pressuring opponents, both of which would intuitively be factors that ought to be 

considered. Can a model that incorporates these factors be devised and 

experimentally tested? (Gudmundsson & Horton, 2017) 

These topics were addressed in the topics of player spatial occupancy and 

interactions. Spatiotemporal datasets provide researchers with a rich source of information 

on player locations. One of the key advantages that these datasets have over performance 

indicators is information on all players. Within the AFL, performance indicators are 

recorded on-ball events such as kicks, handballs and spoils. Not only do traditional 

performance indicators lack context (Lucey, et al., 2013), the majority measure on-ball 
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statistics (that is, events that involve the ball in some way). In soccer, for example, it is 

estimated that the average player spends less than 5% of the match in possession of the ball 

(Fernandez & Bornn, 2018; Carling, et al., 2007). Hence, analysing player behaviour 

regardless of possession may yield insights that have applications in performance analysis. 

Measuring the occupancy and interactions of players is one way that off-ball behaviour can 

be quantified. 

1.2 RESEARCH OUTCOMES 

The primary outcomes of this thesis are new methods for measuring the spatial occupancy 

of players in invasion team sports. This includes metrics to summarise player density (see 

Chapter 5) and individual player occupancy with consideration of momentum and 

orientation (see Chapters 6, 7 and 8). These studies build upon previous work that 

considered space as continuous (e.g., Fernandez & Bornn, 2018; Brefeld et al., 2018), but 

introduces a new approach that fits empirical player behaviour to models, rather than 

arbitrary distributions (Fernandez & Bornn, 2018) or displacements regardless of 

movement context (Gudmundsson & Wolle, 2010; Horton, et al., 2015; Brefeld, et al., 

2018). 

An applied outcome of the latter studies is a greater understanding of the kicking in 

the AFL. Kicking has been previously examined using manually collected variables that 

are often discrete or categorical, such as distance bands (i.e., 0 – 20 metres, 20 – 40 metres, 

> 40 metres). For examples of this research, see Bedford and Shembri (2006) and 

Robertson et al., (2019). The metrics used in this thesis will analyse kicking using 

continuous metrics. This allows for a greater understanding of player decision-making and 

behaviour prior to passing. Furthermore, in Chapter 3 it was identified that measuring a 
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team’s playing style is difficult using performance indicators. A secondary outcome of the 

analysis presented in the final chapters of this thesis is examples of defining the types of 

passing styles that exist in the AFL.  

1.3 THESIS OUTLINE 

The research presented in this thesis is structured into eight chapters (excluding 

introduction). Each chapter is a paper that has been published or presented at an academic 

conference. At the end of each chapter is a brief discussion section that links the presented 

research to the overall themes of this thesis. All conference proceedings and papers are 

undergoing or have undergone peer review. Levels of continuity vary between chapters; 

however, the themes remain consistent. Furthermore, different datasets were used in 

different studies; hence, the scope of each chapter varies. Note that because each chapter 

was written as an independent paper, there may be repetition between chapters. Each 

chapter concludes with discussion section linking the chapter’s findings to the overall 

thesis themes. 

Chapter 2 is a review of the literature relevant to this thesis. The primary topics of 

focus are the validity of wearable technologies, statistical analysis in Australian football 

and approaches to the measurement of spatial occupancy and interactions of players in 

team sports. Within each topic, the current gaps in knowledge that will be addressed in this 

thesis are noted. The focus of this review is to identify the methodologies of these topics, 

rather than their current applications. Overall, there is a strong methodological focus in this 

thesis. Where applications are demonstrated, the intention is to exemplify the approach. 

Chapter 3 is an initial pilot study of performance indicators in the AFL. AFL 

performance indicators have been the primary data used in most analytical studies, given 
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the availability of data. To refine the focus of applications in later chapters, the relative 

importance of performance indicators is examined in models explaining match outcomes. 

While not spatiotemporal analysis, the objective here is to identify aspects of AFL 

performance that warrant further research using spatiotemporal datasets. Additionally, 

differences in team profiles and the relationship to success are explored. An objective is to 

demonstrate the inadequacy of performance indicators that lack context. 

Chapter 4 is, to my knowledge, the first study in Australian football that utilises 

spatiotemporal datasets of both teams. The use of player-tracking data is exemplified in the 

measurement of co-coordinative behaviour. Relative phase of player couples is measured 

via the phase angles for angular velocity and acceleration. This builds upon the work of 

Morgan and Williams (2012) by measuring the relative phase of inter-team player couples. 

The findings of this study are used to cluster the coordination of player couples using k-

means analysis. 

Chapter 5 represents the beginnings of work into the measurement of spatial 

occupancy in the AFL. Gaussian mixture models (GMM) are used to estimate the density 

of player groups throughout a match. Additionally, a metric for measuring overall 

congestion is presented. This approach is limited to measuring density without 

consideration of player orientation and motion. Hence, this chapter serves as a brief 

introduction to the topic before more advanced methodology is presented in later chapters. 

In Chapter 6 an initial decision-making model is presented. Spatial occupancy in this 

chapter is measured using discretely bound player motion models, where bounds are 

equivalent to the maximum displacements observed by players in velocity and time 

intervals. A team’s spatial dominance is measured on a continuous scale, where dominance 
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at a location is modelled using player motion models whose size depends on proximity to 

the ball. 

Identifying the limitations of the motion model in Chapter 6, a new approach to the 

topic of player motion is presented in Chapter 7. Spatial occupancy is estimated via player 

commitment models which quantify the probability players would reposition to 

forthcoming contests. This forecast of future behaviour can be used to estimate the pressure 

they would apply to future passing contests. These measures are used to analyse passing 

types following player marks. 

Chapter 7 presents an alternative decision-making model using the player motion 

described in Chapter 6. In addition to occupancy, equity and kicking variance, multiple 

passing outcomes are considered for each of a player’s passing options. Kicking decisions 

for individuals and teams are analysed across the 2017 and 2018 AFL seasons. Future 

applications and evolutions of decision-making work in the AFL are discussed. 

Finally, Chapter 8 summarises the work of this thesis and discusses future directions 

of spatiotemporal analysis. The research presented in this thesis is linked to the research 

topics identified in section 1.1 and discuss the additional contributions beyond said topics. 

1.4 INTRODUCTION TO AUSTRALIAN RULES FOOTBALL 

This section summarises the rules and terminology of Australian Rules football to provide 

context for the research presented in this thesis. 

1.4.1 Overview 

Australian Rules football is a popular team sport played in Australia. There are multiple 

leagues, the most important being the national league known as the Australian Football 
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League (AFL). Gameplay consists of two teams of 22 players, 18 of whom are on the field 

at any time and the remaining four are interchange players. Notably, teams can make up to 

90 interchanges throughout a match. Gameplay occurs over four approximately 20-minute 

quarters. 

The primary objective of the sport is to outscore the opponent by scoring goals and 

behinds, worth six and one point respectively. Goalposts are situated at either end of the 

field. Kicking the ball through the inner most pair of goalposts awards a goal. Moving the 

ball between the outer goalposts awards a behind. 

 

Figure 1-1. Australian football playing field. 

 The sport is played on an oval field of varying dimensions. Data used in this thesis 

were primarily collected at Docklands Stadium, Melbourne. The Docklands Stadium 

playing field is approximately 160 metres long and 130 metres wide (Fig. 1-1). The field 

is partitioned into three regions: two 50-metre arcs at each end of the field and a central 
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region. Within the central region is the centre square, the middle of which is where play 

resumes via a centre bounce following a goal. If the last score was a behind, possession is 

handed to the defending team and play is resumed from the defenders’ goalposts. 

The large field dimensions combined with a lack of offside rule result in congested 

gameplay. Gameplay will typically consist of players following a pack, rather than holding 

positions as is the case in some other sports. This results in dense gameplay in which 

players have frequent interactions. As a result, the spatial interactions and occupancy of 

players is particularly interesting.  

1.4.2 Terminology 

The following section provides definitions for the Australian football terminology used in 

this thesis. 

Behind A score worth one point. Awarded when the ball is moved between the outer 

goalposts, or if the ball is moved through the inner goalposts by method other than 

a kick from the attacking team. 

Contest An event in which more than one player is attempting to win possession of the 

ball. 

Contested Mark A mark awarded to a player who was under pressure from one or more 

opponents. 

Disposal A pass (either a handball or kick) to give away possession. 

Field Equity A measure of possession expectation given the current pressure phase and 

location of the ball. Specifics are described in O’Shaughnessy (2006). 

Goal A score worth six points, awarded for kicking the ball through the inner goal posts. 
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Handball A pass executed by a player’s hands, rather than a kick. A legal handball 

requires a player to punch the ball out of their hand. The common passing technique 

in other ball sports (e.g., Rugby Union) is considered an illegal disposal in 

Australian football. 

Inside 50 Moving the ball into the 50-metre arc around the attacking goalposts. 

Mark Awarded when a player receives the ball on the full after a kick that has travelled 

at least 15-metres. After a mark, there is a zone around the marking player that 

cannot be entered by opposition players. The marking player can then take their 

time before kicking or playing on. 

Mark Play-On Playing on following a mark. 

Possession Receiving and maintaining possession of the ball before a disposal. 

Spoil Knocking the ball away from an opponent who is attempting a mark. 

While there are many more definitions in Australian football, the above are important 

to the research contained in this thesis. More detailed definitions are located at the AFL 

website1. 

  

                                                 
1 https://www.afl.com.au/news/2017-12-28/stats-glossary-every-stat-explained  

https://www.afl.com.au/news/2017-12-28/stats-glossary-every-stat-explained
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

Chapter Overview 

This chapter introduces literature relevant to the collection and analysis of data in the AFL. 

While player-tracking technology has existed for a number of years in Australian Rules 

football, there has been minimal research into its applications beyond movement analysis 

(Foreman, et al., 2012). Through analysis of existing work, gaps in existing knowledge that 

could be addressed via spatiotemporal player tracking data are identified. 

Current approaches to sports analytics in Australian Rules football are covered to 

emphasise the limited spatiotemporal analysis in this space. For other team sports, 

spatiotemporal analysis techniques that are relevant to the themes of this literature are 

discussed. 

The review contains literature on the validity of wearable tracking devices (Section 

2.1), Australian Rules football (Section 2.2) and spatiotemporal analysis in team sports 

(Section 2.3). 

2.1 VALIDITY OF WEARABLES 

Multiple studies have researched the validity of wearable global positioning system (GPS) 

and local positioning system (LPS) devices. Edgecomb and Norton (2006) compared the 

distance recordings of GPS systems in Australian Rules football, concluding that they 

overestimate distances by 4.8%. Subsequent literature documented the variability between 

individual devices (Jennings, et al., 2010) and inconsistencies in real-time (Aughey & 

Falloon, 2010). Inconsistencies of up to 10% were theorised to be the cause of limitations 
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of in-play algorithms offered by GPS software (Aughey & Falloon, 2010). GPS devices 

recording at 10 Hz have been found to be up to six times more accurate at detecting velocity 

changes than 5 Hz devices (Varley, et al., 2012). However, 10 Hz devices have inaccuracies 

in accelerations above 4m/s2 (Akenhead, et al., 2014) and an increase to 15 Hz doesn’t 

improve the validity of measurements (Johnston, et al., 2014). Despite these findings, 5 Hz 

recordings have proven adequate for most movements (Portas, et al., 2010; Hurst & 

Sinclair, 2013). 

 LPS wearable devices have been found to have adequate validity in indoor and 

outdoor settings (Sathyan, et al., 2012; Ogris, et al., 2012; Serpiello, et al., 2018). A recent 

study by Hoppe et al. (2018) compared GPS and LPS technologies for measuring distances 

in team sports, finding that 20 Hz LPS devices have superior validity and reliability 

compared to 10 Hz GPS (Hoppe, et al., 2018). 

 The data used in this thesis are sourced from 10 Hz LPS and GPS devices. While 

research has shown overestimations for distances, 10 Hz devices are generally considered 

to be adequate for most purposes (Akenhead, et al., 2014; Johnston, et al., 2014; Hoppe, et 

al., 2018). Furthermore, wearable devices produce more accurate and easier to analyse data 

than alternative optical technologies in Australian Rules football (Edgecomb & Norton, 

2006).  

An alternative source of player tracking data is optical tracking computer vision (CV) 

systems (Gudmundsson & Horton, 2017). While data from these sources may be more 

accurate than wearable technologies, these tracking systems can be limited by 

infrastructure and capture spaces (Barris & Button, 2008). An advantage of these systems 

is ball tracking (Thomas, et al., 2017), however player collisions and obstruction can limit 
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their accuracy (Gudmundsson & Horton, 2017). In a study comparing CV, GPS and LPS 

tracking systems compared to VICON measurements, it was found that LPS systems were 

superior for measuring position (23±7 cm) than CV (56±16 cm) and GPS (96±49 cm) 

(Linke, et al., 2018). Furthermore, LPS (0.25±0.06 m/s) and GPS (0.28±0.07 m/s) were 

superior for measuring speed compared to CV (0.41±0.08 m/s) (Linke, et al., 2018). 

Finally, total distance covered during small sided games had lower errors for GPS (2.2%) 

and CV (2.7%) than LPS (4.0%) (Linke, et al., 2018). 

It should be noted that the methods presented in this thesis can be employed on player 

tracking data from all sources. The only requirement for the reproduction of these methods 

is data in the (x, y, t) format. Models were developed with this transferability in mind. 

2.2 AUSTRALIAN RULES FOOTBALL 

2.2.1 Movement Analysis 

Movement analysis has been a common theme in Australian football literature since before 

the development of wearable technologies. Early research introduced position profiles, 

however results were limited by the need for manual recordings (Jacques & Pavia, 1974; 

McKenna, et al., 1988; Dawson, et al., 2004). 

 The introduction of wearable GPS devices produced more significant literature. 

Position profiles have been developed based on match demands (Wisbey, et al., 2008; 

Wisbey, et al., 2010). These are defined by speed zones, continuous efforts, accelerations 

and surge demands for each position. Nomadic players were found to work harder than 

forwards and defenders (Wisbey, et al., 2010). Heasman et al. (2011) noted inconsistencies 

in the data used in previous match demand studies, thus reproduced movement profiles 

using consistent tracking devices. The findings of this study reflected those of previous 
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research (Heasman, et al., 2011). GPS devices have been used to measure the movement 

demands of different leagues (Brewer, et al., 2010), types of movements (Coutts, et al., 

2010) and between matches (Gray & Jenkins, 2010; Kempton, et al., 2013). Neville et al. 

(2012) noted the lack of GPS analysis in traditional performance analysis, proposing the 

use of GPS data to monitor player recording, training conditions and longitudinal 

performance using speed and distance data. Sullivan et al. (2014) analysed activity profiles 

in relation to play time and outcome, finding that the physical demands of the losing team 

are higher than those of the winning. Gronow et al. (2014) analysed the movement profiles 

of teams while in offensive and defensive phases, finding that speeds while on offense were 

lower for successful teams, and during defensive phases, successful teams spent greater 

time at higher speeds than unsuccessful teams. Overall, successful teams had greater 

possession (Gronow, et al., 2014). 

Player movement data in AFL has been used to develop training drill classification 

systems in terms of their physical requirements (Corbett, et al., 2017a). The physical 

requirements of training drills were represented by high intensity running per minute, drill 

duration and high-intensity running as a percentage of total distance (Corbett, et al., 2017a). 

Three systems were developed to compare drills – k-means clustering measured the 

similarity between drills, z-scores compared drills to match conditions and a ‘specificity 

index’ was calculated from the z-scores (Corbett, et al., 2017a). 

More recently, player movement data was analysed using linear mixed models to 

identify factors that affect performance (Ryan, et al., 2017). It was found that a high number 

of rotations, playing against strong opponents or winning results in small to moderate 

increases in total running distance (Ryan, et al., 2017). Furthermore, player involvements 
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were found to have a relationship with meterage per minute (Corbett, et al., 2017b). In this 

study, Generalised Linear Mixed Models were used to identify relationships between 

involvements and movement features (Corbett, et al., 2017b). These included meterage per 

minute, high intensity running (> 14.4 km/h) per minute and very high intensity running (> 

25 km/h) per minute. Weak relationships were noted between skilled involvements and 

high intensity running per minute and very high intensity running per minute (Corbett, et 

al., 2017b). 

Despite the prevalence of movement analysis literature in Australian Rules football, 

Foreman et al. (2012) questioned the use of GPS devices in the sport, stating that their 

current use neglects positional data and doesn’t improve performance. Neville et al. (2012) 

shared a similar sentiment, noting the literatures’ emphasis on speed rather than location. 

Hence, there exists opportunities to explore the use of analytical techniques that consider 

player locations and interactions, rather than summarised movement data. 

2.2.2 Statistical Analysis in the AFL 

A variety of match statistics are collected for each AFL match (CIA, Champion Data Pty 

Ltd). These include play-by-play match event data (known as transactions) that contain 

approximate field positions (Jackson, 2016). Most analysis of match statistics has been 

applied in the prediction of match outcomes (e.g., Stefani & Clarke, 1992; Clarke, 1993; 

Bailey, 2000; Bailey & Clarke, 2004; Jackson, 2017), however there are studies that 

consider possession outcomes (e.g., Meyers et al., 2006; O’Shaughnessy, 2006; Jackson, 

2016; Ryall, 2008) and player performance statistics (e.g., Stewart et al., 2007; Robertson 

et al., 2015; Robertson et al., 2016). 
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Match Prediction 

Computer forecasting has been found to outperform human tipsters in the AFL (Clarke, 

1992). A predictive model that considered team ability, team interactions and a common 

home ground advantage was found to outperform tipsters in the 1991-1992 AFL seasons 

(Clarke, 1992). The continued development of predictive models has been a research focus. 

A dynamic home ground advantage has been shown to improve match predictions 

(Stefani & Clarke, 1992). Matches played between 1980 and 1989 were analysed, finding 

that the home ground advantage was greatest for West Coast Eagles (Stefani & Clarke, 

1992). Notably, this was the only team from Western Australia that played in these seasons. 

Home ground advantage in the AFL was hypothesised to be due to travel fatigue 

(physiological effect), fans (psychological effect) and familiarity of playing conditions 

(tactical effect) (Stefani & Clarke, 1992). 

Team level match statistics have been used to identify arbitrage opportunities in AFL 

betting markets (Bailey, 2000). Past margins, turnovers and inside 50s were found to be 

important (Bailey, 2000). While predictions were based on team-level statistics, Bailey 

(2000) suggested that player-level statistics should be examined to identify if a team is 

fielding a weaker side. Predictive models have incorporated player information. The 

frequency of interactions between players (e.g., a kick from player A to player B) have 

been measured and input into a linear predictive model that predicts match margins based 

on a team’s players (Sargent & Bedford, 2013). More recently, player rating and injury 

data were used to simulate results in AFL (Jackson, 2017). Player ratings measure the value 

of on-ball contributions as the change in field equity between the beginning and end of a 

player’s involvement (Jackson, 2016). The 2017 AFL season was simulated assuming each 
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player had a 1/18 probability of an injury, the length and severity of which were modelled 

from empirical injury data (Jackson, 2017). The model successfully predicted the result of 

future matches in 72% of cases (Jackson, 2017). 

In-game Predictions 

In-game predictions have also been researched. Ryall (2011) incorporated interchange data 

and score margins to track the winning probability of teams through an AFL match. This 

was measured with linear and binary logistic regression models (Ryall, 2011). Continuous 

time Markov chains have been used to analyse transitions between match events (Meyer, 

et al., 2006). Resultant transition matrices can be used to predict the next event, including 

distance and time between events (Meyer, et al., 2006). This study analysed four events 

from the 2004 AFL season, hence limited their transitions to seven common events 

(Behind, Ball-Up Bunce, Centre Ball Up, Handball, Kick In, Kick, Throw In) (Meyer, et 

al., 2006). Expanding this methodology to more detailed transactions (e.g., kicking type) 

would require further data. In O’Shaughnessy (2006), match equity is the probability of a 

team winning at the current moment. A component of this is field equity which computes 

the expected result of the current possession, given the location and qualitative pressure of 

the current transaction (O'Shaughnessy, 2006). Jackson (2016) smoothed the field equity 

metric from O’Shaughnessy (2006) with regression splines and used this to value player 

contributions through a match. The value of a possession depends upon the number of 

players involved in the possession and the change in field equity between the beginning 

and end of the possession (Jackson, 2016). A player’s rating is the sum of their possession 

contributions (Jackson, 2016). These contributions were found to be highly correlated with 

score differential (r = 0.96) (McIntosh, et al., 2018). These studies represent the beginnings 
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of research in the AFL that incorporated spatial and temporal data. However, it should be 

noted that the spatial data in these studies is manually collected and no tracking data of 

individual players was used. Consideration of teammate and opponent locations may 

improve the accuracy of these metrics and has been researched in other team sports (e.g., 

Cervone, et al., 2016). 

Goal Kicking 

As the primary method of scoring points in AFL, multiple studies have analysed goal 

kicking. A study by Clarke and Norman (1998) examined the mathematics behind the 

decision-making of defenders, identifying situations in which it is preferable for defenders 

to rush a behind to prevent a potential goal. Supposing a given number of decision epochs 

or ‘stages’ remaining in a match and the score margin, this model identified scenarios 

where rushing a behind (a situation where a defender carries the ball over their own goal 

line) is preferable. It was found that rushing a behind is preferable in tight margins with 

enough stages remaining to score a goal (when on the losing team) or when there are not 

enough stages remaining for another score (when on the winning team) (Clarke & Norman, 

1998). For large margins, rushing a behind is only preferable if greater than 20 stages 

remain (Clarke & Norman, 1998).  

Since the 2007 season, 61% of shots on goal have been successful in the AFL 

(Andreson, et al., 2018). The addition of spatial data provides a greater understanding of 

goal kicking accuracy (Bedford & Shembri, 2006; Andreson, et al., 2018). Kicking 

accuracy is lower at greater distances and angles from the goal posts for all shots at goal 

(Bedford & Shembri, 2006), as well as for set shots at goal (Andreson, et al., 2018). 

Additionally, it has been shown that there is not a statistically significant difference (p > 
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0.05) between the accuracy of winning and losing teams (Andreson, et al., 2018). While 

this analysis incorporated positional information, data were partitioned into zones based on 

manual assessment of position (Bedford & Shembri, 2006; Andreson, et al., 2018). The 

addition of precise spatiotemporal data introduces new metrics, such as computing spatial 

pressure via density. Extracting this information from tracking data rather than recording 

it manually removes the possibility of subjective or inaccurate data. It has previously been 

shown that multiple factors affect the result of kicks in the AFL (Robertson, et al., 2019). 

AFL Performance Indicators 

More recently, the importance of match statistics has been assessed via post-hoc match 

predictions, or explanations. Stewart et al. (2007) produced regression models to identify 

the importance of 51 performance indicators. Variable importance was used to summarise 

player contributions across a season of the AFL (Stewart, et al., 2007). The least important 

variables were removed to produce a final model consisting of 12 performance indicators 

– kicks, long kicks (> 40 m), kicks to contests, kicks to open players, kicks to opponents, 

ball-up clearances, centre bounce clearances, bounces (while running with the ball), 

knocks, handballs and ball gets (Stewart, et al., 2007). It is noted that six of the 12 important 

performance indicators related to passes (five kicking and one handball). Differences in 

performance indicators between quarter outcomes have been examined, finding that skill 

involvements (e.g., disposals, kicks, marks) were greater in winning quarters (Sullivan, et 

al., 2013). This study also found that high speed running (>19.8 km/h), sprints and peak 

speeds were higher in losing quarters, and that there was increased physical activity in 

quarters with small score margins (Sullivan, et al., 2013). Noting the former studies’ use 

of linear approaches, Robertson et al. (2016a) used 17 performance indicators to explain 
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match outcomes using logistic regression and decision trees. This study found that there 

are multiple winning performance indicator profiles (Robertson, et al., 2016a). The study’s 

use of relative performance indicators provides match context to the reported values. The 

most important variables in the models were kick and goal conversation values relative to 

opposition (Robertson, et al., 2016a). 

Performance indicators have applications in the measurement of individual player 

performance. Sullivan et al. (2014) used physical activity profiles and player statistics to 

analyse player performance. The objective was to identify what factors contribute to 

coaches’ subjective perception of player performance (Sullivan, et al., 2014). Stepwise 

multiple regression analysis revealed that skill-based performance characteristics (e.g., 

player rank, kicks, handballs, bounces) accounted for 42% of variance in coaches’ 

perception of player performance (Sullivan, et al., 2014). Using the performance indicators 

exemplified in previous studies, Robertson et al. (2016b) assessed the within-team 

distribution of player performances to identify the optimal makeup of player skill. A model 

explaining match outcome found that only eight features contributed meaningfully to the 

model (Robertson, et al., 2016b). These were predominantly related to goals and disposals 

(Robertson, et al., 2016b). In general, it can be seen that offensive performance indicators 

relating to goal scoring and passing have been most important to predictive models 

(Robertson, et al., 2016a; Robertson, et al., 2016b; Stewart, et al., 2007; Sullivan, et al., 

2014). 

AFL performance indicators have also been used to explain ladder position of teams 

(Woods, 2016) and to analyse changes in game-play (Woods, et al., 2016). Hit-outs, 
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clearances and inside 50s were significantly associated with final ladder position (p < 0.05) 

across an AFL season (Woods, 2016). 

2.3 SPATIOTEMPORAL ANALYSIS IN TEAM SPORTS 

There has been limited spatiotemporal analysis in team sports outside of basketball and 

soccer (Gudmundsson & Horton, 2017). The transfer of methodologies exemplified in 

these sports to other team sports was suggested as an open research topic by Gudmundsson 

and Horton (2017). In this section, literature relevant to the topics of spatial interactions 

and occupancy are discussed. The research presented in this thesis will continue the 

development of techniques in these topics. 

2.3.1 Team Spatial Metrics 

Recent applications of spatiotemporal tracking data have described the collective 

behaviour of teams (Memmert, et al., 2017). Metrics have been developed to summarise 

the spatial occupancy of teams in terms of their dispersion, surface area and width, reducing 

the complexity of spatiotemporal datasets (Memmert, et al., 2017). These metrics were 

developed for use in soccer (Memmert, et al., 2017). Notably, most literature in this space 

has used datasets from basketball and soccer (Gudmundsson & Horton, 2017). Hence, there 

exists many opportunities to transfer these techniques to similar team sports 

(Gudmundsson & Horton, 2017). 

A team’s surface area (or playing space) describes the amount of space that a team 

occupies at a specific point in time (Frenken, et al., 2011). Computing a team’s surface 

area involves fitting a convex hull around its players (Frenken, et al., 2011). The area within 

the convex hull is the sum of the cross products of each vertex (known as the shoelace 

formula). 
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The team centroid is the centre position of a team’s players (Memmert, et al., 2017). 

This has been calculated by taking the mean x-, y- position of all players (Frenken, et al., 

2011), of all players excluding the goalkeeper (Frenken, et al., 2011), a weighted average 

considering player proximity to the ball (Clemente, et al., 2014) and of the centre between 

the farthest players (Lames, et al., 2010). From the centroid, team dispersion can be 

measured as the average dispersion between a team’s centroid and its players (Clemente, 

et al., 2012a).  

 These metrics have been used to analyse many aspects of soccer. Some examples 

include differences in offensive and defensive phases (Vilar, et al., 2013; Castellano & 

Casamichana, 2015; Castellano, et al., 2013; Yue, et al., 2008; Clemente, et al., 2013), 

pitch sizes (Frenken, et al., 2011; Frencken, et al., 2013), small sided games (Aguiar, et al., 

2015; Folgado, et al., 2014) and the behaviour of different cohorts (Clemente, et al., 2012a; 

Goncalves, et al., 2013). 

While these metrics have revealed insights into the tactical behaviour of teams, they 

do so at a macro level. It has been suggested that summarising spatial information lacks 

important contextual information (Bialkowski, et al., 2014). For example, team surface 

area can be influence by outliers as it does not consider the density of playing groups. 

Furthermore, a team’s centroid provides minimal information on formations. Density may 

be a more appropriate measure of a team’s spatial formation.  

2.3.2 Coordinative Behaviour 

The use of spatiotemporal data allows for the analysis of player movements beyond those 

involved directly with the ball. Building on previous work that explored relations in squash 

(McGarry, et al., 1999; McGarry, et al., 2002) and tennis (Pault & Zanone, 2005; Lames, 
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2006), Bourbousson and colleagues used phase relations, derived from the lateral and 

longitudinal position of players and team centroids, to examine spatiotemporal 

coordination in basketball between players (Bourbousson, et al., 2010a) and teams 

(Bourbousson, et al., 2010b). The relative phase of couples was computed using a Hilbert 

transformation, which measures the phase difference between two time-series (Pault & 

Zanone, 2005). Furthermore, defensive pressure in basketball promotes different 

coordinative behaviour amongst teams (Leite, et al., 2014). The relative phase of 

footballers has been measured via distance to team centroids (Sampaio & Macas, 2012). 

Morgan and Williams (2012) suggested the existence of coordinative behaviour not limited 

to proximity, measuring the coordination between player couples using the relative phase 

of acceleration and angular velocity in field hockey. Relative phase has also been computed 

between player couplings with the ball in futsal (Travassos, et al., 2012). It was found that 

defending teams had stronger phase relations with the ball than attacking teams (Travassos, 

et al., 2012). 

 Analysing the synchronisation between large groups has been achieved using 

cluster phase analysis (Frank & Richardson, 2010). Duarte et al. (2013) assessed the 

synchronisation of two teams in an English Premier League match using cluster phase 

analysis. This was achieved by collecting player displacements and it was found that teams 

had greater synchrony in the longitudinal direction (Duarte, et al., 2013). More recently, 

cluster phase analysis has been used to analyse the synchronisation of players by playing 

position and match phase (Lopez-Felip, et al., 2018). It was found that team synchrony was 

higher when in a defensive phase (Lopez-Felip, et al., 2018). 
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 While inter-team pairings have been explored in team sports (Bourbousson, et al., 

2010b), this has previously been measured by proximity. Hence, there has been limited 

research into inter-team coordinative behaviour in team sports. 

 In Australian Rules football, Sargent and Bedford (2013) analysed passing 

frequency between player couples to predict the outcomes of matches based on team 

synergies, however no spatiotemporal data was used in this study.  

2.3.3 Motion Models 

Player motion models of varying complexity have been introduced to model the interaction 

of velocity, acceleration and orientation on a player’s future displacements. Taki and 

Hasegawa (2000) modelled player motion using movement and acceleration vectors but 

considered acceleration as a fixed variable and did not consider deceleration. An alternative 

motion equation that added a resistive force to decrease acceleration was proposed by 

Fujimaru and Sugihara (2005). Using this model, a player can reach any point in a radius 

(r) around a centre point (x) as follows: 

𝑥 = 𝑥𝑜 +
1 − 𝑒−𝛼𝑡

𝛼
∙ 𝑣0𝑟 = 𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∙

1 − 𝑒−𝛼𝑡

𝛼
 

where 𝑥𝑜 is the player’s starting position, 𝑣0 and 𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥 are their velocity and maximum 

velocity respectively and 𝛼 is the magnitude of resistance. Fujimaru and Sugihara (2005) 

estimated 𝛼 and 𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥 to be 1.3 and 7.8 m/s respectively. In their review of spatiotemporal 

analysis in team sports literature, Gudmundsson and Horton (2017) consider this model a 

more realistic approximation of motion than the model in Taki and Hasegawa (1998). 

 Noting the limitations of physics-cased motion equations, Gudmundsson and Wolle 

(2010) produced motion models fit on the observed displacements of players within time 
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and velocity bands. The (x, y) co-ordinates of player displacements (relative to orientation) 

were extracted for player movements over whole-second periods. While three smoothing 

process were exemplified, smoothing via Kernel density estimation was found to produce 

performance closest to being optimal (Horton, 2013). A recent study detailed the process 

of modelling player displacements and compared its performance to physics-based 

equations for player motion (Brefeld, et al., 2018). Player movement was grouped into 

speed categories – stand (< 1 km/h), walk (1 – 7 km/h), jog (7 – 14 km/h), run (14 – 20 

km/h) and sprint (> 20 km/h). Grouping speed and velocity into bands reduced model 

complexity and computation time (Brefeld, et al., 2018). Compared to physics-based 

models, the density of player displacements produces more realistic measures of future 

player movement (Brefeld, et al., 2018; Horton, 2013). 

More recently, deep learning has been used to model player movement relative to 

player locations. This process increases the dimensionality of player behaviour models  

(Le, et al., 2017), hence is less interpretable for decision makers. Deep imitation learning 

was used to model average player behaviour in response to a team’s movements in soccer 

(Le, et al., 2017). Consideration of dynamic playing position produced more accurate 

models (Le, et al., 2017). Increasing the dimensionality and complexity of player motion 

models requires large amounts of data. The deep imitation learning model from this study 

was fit on 100 soccer matches (Le, et al., 2017). While these models measure player 

behaviour with consideration of teammate positions and match phase, this data requirement 

limits its implementation.  

Player motion in this thesis will be fit on significantly less data, hence deep learning 

was not used. Displacement-based motion models were used as a starting point to the 
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measurement of player motion in AFL. These models lack movement context; hence a new 

approach was developed to consider the context of player displacements. 

2.3.4 Spatial Occupancy 

The region in which an individual can reach earlier than any other individual is known as 

their dominant region (Taki & Hasegawa, 2000; Gudmundsson & Horton, 2017). 

Dominant regions are similar to Voronoi tessellations (Okabe, et al., 1992), but typically 

consider player orientation and motion. While the addition of motion results in more 

realistic regions of control (Taki & Hasegawa, 2000), some studies have produced 

dominant regions from player proximity alone (e.g., Rein et al., 2017; Cervone et al., 

2016b). 

 The concept of dominant regions was introduced by Taki et al. (1996). The model 

proposed in this study was used to evaluate teamwork in soccer (Taki & Hasegawa, 1998; 

Taki & Hasegawa, 2000). A more realistic motion model that considers deceleration by 

Fujimaru and Sugihara (2005) has been used to produce dominant regions in more recent 

studies. In soccer, studies of dominant regions found a difference in the regions of offensive 

and defensive teams (Fonseca, et al., 2012) and that successful offensive phases had thinner 

dominant regions than unsuccessful phases (Ueda, et al., 2014). More recently, Voronoi 

tessellations with no consideration of player motion were used to assess the value of soccer 

passes relative to a team’s spatial control (Rein, et al., 2017). Voronoi tessellations can be 

combined with field equity metrics to derive the relative value of a player’s occupancy 

(Cervone, et al., 2016b). In Cervone et al. (2016b), the value of a court location was 

calculated as the frequency in which players occupied said location. 
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 The computational complexity of dominant regions was addressed by Nakanishi et 

al. (2009) who demonstrated a method for approximating regions they called reachable 

polygonal regions (RPR). Dominant regions are approximated via the intersections of 

player bands using RPR, rather than computing which player is dominant for each field 

location (Nakanishi, et al., 2009). Using RPR, Gudmundsson and Wolle (2010) produced 

dominant regions using player displacements, rather than physics-based motion models. 

The regions from this study were used to automate the analysis of passing in soccer 

(Horton, et al., 2015; Chawla, et al., 2017). When classifying passes on a qualitative scale, 

it was unclear if dominant regions were important to the classification algorithms (Chawla, 

et al., 2017). 

 Common amongst these approaches is consideration of spatial occupancy at a fixed 

point in time. It has been suggested that dominant regions do not correlate to player 

contributions and could be improved by using weighted dominant regions that consider 

field locations or proximity to the ball (Fujimura & Sugihara, 2005). Should the application 

of spatial occupancy be in respect to possession outcomes, occupancy need be considered 

relative to the ball and passing outcomes.  

A recent study by Fernandez and Bornn (2018) suggested that space is continuous, 

hence occupancy should be measured as such. Occupancy was measured using bivariate 

normal distributions to produce a smooth surface of control (Fernandez & Bornn, 2018). 

Furthermore, occupancy was valued relative to a team’s desire to occupy regions given the 

current ball location (Fernandez & Bornn, 2018). While this dynamic approach to 

occupancy is more logical, player motion in this study is fit with arbitrary bounds, rather 
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than empirical data. Hence, there exists opportunities to apply realistic motion models in 

the measurement of spatial occupancy. 

2.3.5 Player Roles and Team Formations 

There have been a number of studies that identify the formations of teams. Within this 

topic, a focus of many studies is the assignment of dynamic playing roles. 

 In Lucey et al. (2014b), role assignment in basketball was used to identify role-

swapping. While players will have a defined role, players will dynamically swap roles 

during plays in basketball (Lucey, et al., 2013). Player role was automatically classified by 

a supervised model fit on manual role assignment by human experts (Lucey, et al., 2013). 

A shooter is more likely to be open (i.e., low pressure) if role-swaps precede a three-point 

shot (Lucey, et al., 2014b). The approach used in Lucey et al. (2014b) has been used to 

cluster team formations into six groups (Bialkowski, et al., 2014). Automated labelling of 

the formations in Bialkowski et al. (2014) were found to align with manual labelling by 

experts. In Wei et al. (2015), the player role assignment process from Lucey et al. (2013) 

was used as a pre-processing step to the prediction of player possession. 

 Clemente et al. (2012b) introduced a method for quantifying team formations by 

summing the triangulated regions created by player positions. This was later refined in 

Clemente et al. (2015) with the inclusion of tactical positions, determined by longitudinal 

position thresholds. A team’s total attack and defense regions were computed from the 

triangulated team formations (Clemente, et al., 2015). Whilst simplistic, these approaches 

simplify Voronoi-like approaches and were able to discriminate playing roles using 

thresholds that aligned with expert assessment (Clemente, et al., 2012b; Clemente, et al., 

2015). 
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Another approach to role assignment is consideration of player alignment to 

opponents (Gudmundsson & Horton, 2017). In basketball, a Hidden Markov Model was 

used to pair defenders with attackers based on a combination of distances between 

defenders, the ball and the hoop (Franks, et al., 2015).   

2.3.6 Field Equity and Possession Values 

Expected possession value (EPV) or field equity metrics assign a quantitative value to the 

current phase of play that describes its expected outcome. EPV metrics can be considered 

a short-term forecast of the current possession chain. These metrics can be used to value 

the contextual contributions of individual players (Cervone, et al., 2014; Jackson, 2016). 

From this, a greater understanding of player performance is derived and player decision-

making can be valued relative to changes in EPV (Cervone, et al., 2014). 

 O’Shaughnessy (2006) introduced field equity in AFL. The field equity of each 

location on an AFL oval is equal to the average next score within a radius around said 

location, grouped by the current possession source (e.g., loose, uncontested) 

(O'Shaughnessy, 2006). This metric was later smoothed using regression splines (Jackson, 

2016). The inputs to the AFL field equity metric are limited to possession source and field 

location (Jackson, 2016; O'Shaughnessy, 2006). Player contributions are measured by 

changes in equity (Jackson, 2016). Similar metrics have been developed in other team 

sports, including ice hockey (Kaplan, et al., 2014; Routley, 2015) and Rugby League 

(Kempton, et al., 2015). Given the richness of player tracking datasets, these measures 

could be improved with the addition of spatiotemporal player data, as has been the case in 

other team sports such as basketball (Cervone, et al., 2016a). 
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 Lucey et al. (2014a) calculated the Expected Goal Value (EGV) in soccer using a 

linear regression model that included variables derived from spatial formations. The 

addition of spatiotemporal data increased the predictive power of stochastic processes, 

resulting in the Expected Contribution (EC) in Ultimate Frisbee (Weiss & Childers, 2014). 

The objective of these studies is to value specific player actions, providing context to 

possession involvements (Weiss & Childers, 2014; Lucey, et al., 2014a; Cervone, et al., 

2016a). 

Chang et al. (2014) used a least-squares regression function to compute the Effective 

Shot Quality (ESQ) of shot attempts in basketball. This model used information on the shot 

location and proximities of defenders to compute the expected result of said attempt, 

relative to the league average (Chang, et al., 2014). From this, a player can be benchmarked 

relative to shot expectations (Chang, et al., 2014). 

A generalised EPV has been computed in the NBA using a stochastic process model 

and spatiotemporal data (Cervone, et al., 2016a). This model considers a player’s discrete 

(e.g., passing) and continuous actions (e.g., moving to the left), referred to as macro- and 

micro-transitions respectively (Cervone, et al., 2016a). From the EPV, player decisions are 

evaluated relative to the average player using EPV-added (Cervone, et al., 2014). 

Evaluating decisions relative to an increase in EPV is logical, however this approach 

ignores whether there were alternative options that would have had a greater increase in 

EPV. This is in part because NBA EPV values the current possession, rather than 

computing future EPVs of teammates (Cervone, et al., 2016a). A new approach to player 

decisions would be to value decisions relative to available options. To do so would require 
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forecasting the EPV of a player’s options, increasing the computational complexity of the 

model. 

2.3.7 Event Prediction 

The behavioural features and spatial information of players have been used to predict short-

term actions such as passing. In basketball, a multiclass conditional random field was used 

by Yue et al. (2014) to predict whether a play will retain possession, pass to a teammate or 

shoot for goal. The model utilises spatial features of player locations but does not quantify 

the likelihood of each action being successful (Yue, et al., 2014). Maheswaren et al. (2014) 

analysed rebounds in basketball to predict whether a rebound will be successful based on 

the shot attempt, rebound location and the height of the ball, accurately predicting 75% of 

events. 

In soccer, predicting the future location of the ball (Kim, et al., 2010) and predicting 

who will have possession over short periods (Wei, et al., 2015) have been researched. The 

former used player trajectories to output a density array in which high density locations are 

locations that the ball is likely to be moved to (Kim, et al., 2010). In Wei et al. (2015), an 

augmented-Hidden Conditional Random Field takes observational features to predict who 

will possess the ball over various intervals. Over two-second intervals, the model was 

accurate in 99.25% of samples (Wei, et al., 2015).  
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Chapter 3: Clustering Team Profiles in the 

Australian Football League Using 

Performance Indicators2 

Chapter Overview 

This chapter serves as a pilot study to identify the significance of offensive and defensive 

performance indicators in the AFL. Findings from this study are used to inform the focus 

of later spatiotemporal studies. It was found that offensive performance indicators have 

greater importance in models that explain match outcome. Furthermore, of the primary two 

methods of ball movement in the AFL, kicks were more important than handballs.  

This chapter includes an introduction to the topic of performance indicators 

(Section 3.1), discussion of the methodology for clustering team profiles (Section 3.2), 

summary of results (Section 3.3) and discussion and conclusions of the findings (Sections 

3.4; 3.5). The findings of this chapter are discussed in the context of the themes of this 

thesis in a final discussion section (Section 3.6). Material from this chapter was presented 

at Mathsport 2016 (Spencer, et al., 2016). 

2 Spencer, B., Morgan, S., Zeleznikow, J., & Robertson, S. (2016). Clustering team profiles in the 

Australian Football League using performance indicators. In Proceedings of the 13th Australasian 

Conference on Mathematics and Computers in Sport, Melbourne. 

This work has been removed due to copyright. Available from: https://www.anziam.org.au/The+13th
+Australasian+Conference+on+Mathematics+and+Computers+in+Sport

https://www.anziam.org.au/The+13th
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3.6 THESIS DISCUSSION 

This chapter analysed non-spatiotemporal datasets. The objective was to identify important 

events in Australian football, analysis of which will be applications of methodology 

presented in later studies. Offensive variables were found to be more important than 

defensive ones, with respect to match outcome. Furthermore, kicking relate variables are 

more important than handball relative variables, hence kicking was determined to be a main 

focus of analysis undertaken later in the thesis. Finally, contested possessions were more 

important than uncontested possessions. Further analysis of contests and congestions is 

required to understand the importance of space in Australian football. 
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 The methodology presented in this chapter serves as an introduction to the topic of 

team playing styles. The measurement of a team’s playing style has applications in 

coaching and tactical analysis. Results of the style matchups may be an indication that 

playing styles quantified by AFL performance indicators are responsive. A limitation of 

this work is the inability to differentiate tactical behaviour (or game plans) and gameplay 

dictated (or in response to) opposition behaviour. Regardless, the ability for coaching staff 

to identify components of opposition playing styles in response to their own team’s style 

may be beneficial when preparing for matches. If possible, future work into playing styles 

should aim to filter out components of gameplay that are in response to opposition 

behaviour. 

 A notable finding of this study was that team profiles defined by the clustering of 

performance indicators do not predict success. That is, teams with similar profiles do not 

share similar levels of success in most cases. A possible explanation for this is the lack of 

context of performance indicators, which has been identified as a limitation of these data 

sources (Lucey, et al., 2013; Bialkowski, et al., 2014). Spatiotemporal data can provide 

context to match events (Lucey, et al., 2013). The measurement of performance not 

captured by traditional performance indicators, in addition to analysing performance 

indicators in context, will result in a greater understanding of team performance in 

Australian football.  
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Chapter 4: Modelling Within-team Relative 

Phase Couplings Using Position 

Derivatives in Australian Rules 

Football4 

Chapter Overview 

Chapter 4 is the first study contained in this thesis that analyses spatiotemporal datasets in 

Australian Rules football. Building upon the work of Morgan and Williams (2012), the 

relative phase of intra- and inter-team player couples is explored. 

Previous studies of coordinative behaviour are presented in Section 4.1. For the 

remainder of the chapter, methodology is outlined (Section 4.2), results are presented 

(Section 4.3) and discussed (Section 4.4; 4.5). The content of this chapter was published in 

a sports issue of Mathematical and Computer Modelling of Dynamical Systems (Spencer 

et al., 2017a). 

  

                                                 
4 Spencer, B., Robertson, S., & Morgan, S. (2017). Modelling within-team relative phase couplings using 

position derivatives in Australian Rules football. Mathematical and Computer Modelling of Dynamical 

Systems, 23(4), 372-383. https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13873954.2017.1336732  

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13873954.2017.1336732
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Modelling Within-team Relative Phase Couplings Using Position Derivatives in 

Australian Rules Football 

Abstract 

Several approaches to the modelling of inter-personal movement coordination in sports, 

inspired by dynamical systems, have leveraged relative proximity to fixed ground points, 

such as the court midline to represent the phasic characteristics of movement in 

competition. While these approaches are useful in highly constrained sports such as tennis 

and squash, Australian football is played on a much larger playing area (approximately 

150m x 100m) and is characterised by a “rolling scrum” of interpersonal contests. 

Consequently, a different approach to modelling pairwise movement coordination is 

required. We propose a method that encodes inter-personal movement coordination using 

relative phase properties derived from angular velocity and acceleration. We demonstrate 

that these properties encode the level of temporal alignment of changes in running speed 

and direction between player pairs. This approach is illustrated using exemplar data from 

Australian football and explores net pairwise movement coordination within and between 

teams, and as a function of match duration. 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Previous work has described the coordinated behaviour between individuals in 

net/wall sports such as squash (McGarry, et al., 1999; McGarry, et al., 2002), and later in 

tennis (Pault & Zanone, 2005; Lames, 2006), and team sports such as basketball 

(Bourbousson, et al., 2010a; Bourbousson, et al., 2010b) and soccer (Grehaigne, et al., 

1997; Davids, et al., 2005; Frenken, et al., 2011). In each case these studies explored the 

periodicity of spatial relations between players with respect to some global feature in the 

playing area. McGarry and colleagues were the first to consider the spatiotemporal 
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relationship between players in squash as a dynamical system expressed by transitions 

between phases of stability and instability introduced by perturbations (McGarry, et al., 

1999). In that study, radial distances from the T location at the centre of the squash court 

were measured, and the successive movements of each player to and from that location 

formed the periodic function. In this example, proximity to the T over time provided an 

excellent and compact representation of the features of a rally. Similarly, in tennis, Lames 

considered distance from the court midline and baseline as a representation of the periodic 

movement of players in a baseline rally, alternately moving laterally to retrieve a shot, then 

to the centre in preparation to return the next shot (Lames, 2006). These ideas were further 

extended to team sports by Bourbousson and colleagues, who examined spatiotemporal 

coordination in basketball between player dyads (Bourbousson, et al., 2010a), and teams 

(Bourbousson, et al., 2010b). In that work, the phase relations were derived from the lateral 

and longitudinal positions of players and team centroid respectively.  

Relative phase itself provides an insight to the degree of movement coordination 

between players, or groups of players by using the centroid. In tennis and squash, the phase 

coupling compresses information about the transition from a stable rally-mode where 

neither player has any distinct advantage, to a transient point of instability where the climax 

of the point is evident. However, for team sports on much larger playing areas, the position 

of players in relation to some global pitch feature such as the midline is meaningless. For 

example, Australian Rules football is played on areas that are frequently greater than 150 

m x 100 m, with 36 players on field at any moment. This results in a complex set (rolling 

scrum) of local interactions between players that are largely unrelated to the relative 

positions on the pitch. 
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Recently, Morgan and Williams (Morgan & Williams, 2012) quantified within-

team phase relations between player pairings in football (soccer) where the coordinative 

features were derived from acceleration and angular velocity. Acceleration can be 

considered a coordinative feature since players that are in-phase can be thought of changing 

speed (either accelerating or decelerating) in unison. Similarly, angular velocity can be 

considered a coordinative feature since playing pairs that are in-phase are understood to be 

changing direction in the same range at the same time. In both cases, anti-phase states 

indicate the players within a coupling are changing speed or direction at equal rates of 

opposite direction (i.e. one player slows at the same rate that another player speeds, or one 

player turns left at the same rate another player turns right). This method permits 

coordinated player couplings to be described independently of the pitch location, which is 

a well-suited approach to large-field team sports.  

Our contribution in this paper is to introduce a new method for modelling inter-player 

coordination in large-field team sports where the absolute positions of players to the field 

are not important. This paper will also explore the coordinated features of inter- and intra-

team player couplings in the context of Australian Rules, an invasion team sport consisting 

of two sides of 18 players competing with the objective of scoring goals (worth six points) 

and behinds (worth one point). Furthermore, we will confirm previous results presented in 

Morgan and Williams (2012) and examine the temporal characteristics of these 

relationships throughout the duration of an Australian football match. 
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4.2 METHODOLOGY 

4.2.1 Dataset 

Player recordings from the TAC Cup Grand Final, the premier Under-18 AF league in 

Victoria, Australia were collected. All data for the match (played between the Oakleigh 

Chargers and Eastern Ranges) were provided by Catapult (Catapult Innovations, 

Melbourne, Australia). The dataset consisted of individual local positioning system (LPS) 

recordings for each player for the match, collected via Catapults wearable LPS tracking 

system, Clearsky. A total of 41 individual player files were used, with five missing due to 

recording complications on match day. Of the five missing players, four were members of 

the Eastern Ranges, hence Oakleigh was designated as the primary team for analysis. Upon 

inspection it was found that Oakleigh’s only missing player was an interchange player, 

hence minimising the influence of this absence on the final findings. For this particular 

match Oakleigh defeated Eastern with a score of 74 (10 goals and 13 behinds) to 61 (9 

goals and 7 behinds).  

Each participant’s recording included time and calibrated location. Players were 

classified in three primary playing positions, Midfield, Forward, and Defender, based on 

the labels provided by team squad sheets submitted on match day. Data was deidentified 

for the purposes of the study with ethical permission granted to complete the study by the 

relevant human ethics committee. 

4.2.2 Data Pre-processing 

The raw data were recorded at 10 Hz, however, the beginning of the individual player 

recordings were not synchronised. The recording system provided a global system time, 

and all data measurements included a timestamp corresponding to the global time. To 
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resolve the temporal misalignment, the data were down-sampled to 1 Hz and temporally 

aligned to the nearest deci-second. The down-sampling process involved sampling the first 

recording at each second for all players to ensure maximal temporal alignment. In total, 

each player’s dataset consisted of approximately 6600 rows (approximately 110 minutes) 

including time, and x- and y-location.  

Game interruptions between playing periods, and the event where a player 

interchanged out of the competition were inferred from the raw movement of players. 

Recordings for players located outside the pitch boundary were removed from the data, 

such that that only those players who were on the field of play at any given time were 

included in the analysis. Furthermore, only players who began the match on field were 

included in the analysis. 

4.2.3 Phase Angles 

Quantifying phase relations involves the derivation of a performance attribute (i.e., 

velocity) and plotting this in relation to its rate of change. Phase angles are then derived 

from the slope of a point to its origin. Graphical representations of these relations are 

commonly referred to as phase portraits (see Figure 4-1a and Figure 4-1b). In this case, 

phase portraits were estimated by velocity and acceleration, and angular displacement and 

angular velocity. The equations for estimating phase angles are described below. 

4.2.4 Relative Phase Angles for Acceleration 

Velocity (Vi) was derived from the raw player position data and normalised as follows, 

where instantaneous velocity and velocity minima and maxima are represented as V, Vmin 

and Vmax respectively: 
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𝑉𝑖 =
𝑉 − 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛
(1) 

Acceleration (Ai) was derived from the normalised velocity: 

𝐴𝑖 =
𝑉𝑖 − 𝑉𝑖−1

∆𝑡
(2) 

The phase angle (φi) for acceleration were found as a function of acceleration and 

velocity:  

𝜑𝑖 = tan−1 (
𝐴𝑖

𝑉𝑖
)(3) 

4.2.5 Relative Phase Angles for Angular Velocity 

Angular displacement (θj) was calculated as the inner product of consecutive one-second 

movement vectors, a and b: 

𝜃𝑗 = 1 +cos−1 (
𝑎 ∙ 𝑏

‖𝑎‖ ∙ ‖𝑏‖
)(4) 

Angular velocity (ωj) follows from θj: 

𝜔𝑗 =
𝜃𝑗 − 𝜃𝑗−1

∆𝑡
(5) 

Finally, the phase angle for angular velocity (φj) was derived as a function of angular 

displacement (θj) and angular velocity (ωj). Note that since angular displacement values 

spread very near to zero would result in temporally unstable phase angles, the raw angular 

displacements (θi) are offset by a value of 1. All phase angles were converted to degrees.  

𝜑𝑗 = tan−1 (
𝜔𝑗

𝜃𝑗
)(6) 
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4.2.6 Relative Phase 

Phase angles for acceleration (φi) and angular velocity (φj) were derived for both teams 

across all moments of play. Inter-team (n = 153) and intra-team (n = 270) couplings were 

compiled for the included on-field players. Pair-wise relative phase (∈) was calculated for 

each player couple as the difference between phase angles for acceleration and angular 

velocity. 

∈𝐴𝐵= 𝜑𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝐴 − 𝜑𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝐵(7) 

Previous work in dynamical systems in sports (e.g., Lames, 2006) refers to in-phase 

states where the relative phase is near zero, and anti-phase states where the relative phase 

is near ±180°. The former would be true if two players were both accelerating or 

decelerating at equal relative rates, while the latter would be true if one player was 

accelerating at the same relative rate as the other was decelerating. In practical terms, both 

instances represent examples of coordinated behaviour, where the movements are directly 

coupled even though the sign of the change is inverted. Further, this logic applies equally 

to angular velocity, where it is the temporally-coupled behaviour that we want to encode 

with relative phase rather than the direction itself. Therefore, we fold the tails of the relative 

phase distributions in such a way that moments of strong anti-phase coupling are 

transformed to the centre of a zero-based distribution, and in-phase and anti-phase states 

have equal coordinative value (see Equation 8).  

∈′= 𝑘 − (∈ −𝑘), 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑘 = {
90 ∈> 90
−90 ∈< −90
∈ −90 ≤∈≤ 90

 (7) 
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Figure 4-1. Phase portraits for (a) acceleration, and (b) angular velocity. 

4.2.7 Clustering 

The mean and standard deviations for both acceleration and angular velocity relative phase 

data were calculated for each possible player coupling. Since the transformed relative phase 

values are centred around the mean, central tendency is not a helpful index for the between-

group comparison of coordinated behaviour (since the mean relative phase will always be 

approximately zero). Therefore, we reason that standard deviation provides a good estimate 

of the level of phase coupling between players. Where the standard deviation is higher, a 

greater portion of moments will be characterised by out-of-phase behaviour, and where the 

standard deviation is lower, we reason that a greater portion of transformed relative phase 

moments are nearer to zero indicating greater coupling.  
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Figure 4-2. Mean relative phase standard deviations for acceleration (a), and angular velocity (b) 

by mean Euclidean pair-wise distance. 

Given 18 players are allowed on each team, there are 630 possible permutations of 

player couplings at any moment. In order to reduce the complexity of this analysis, pairings 

were then grouped as either intra-, or inter-team. Intra-team couplings consisted of all 

possible parings between players on the same team, and inter-team couplings consisted of 

all possible pairings within a team. k-means clustering was then used to separately generate 

clusters of similar player couples based on their proximity in a 2-dimensional space of 

acceleration and angular velocity relative phase standard deviations for the relevant 

permuted couplings. k-means was chosen as an arbitrary method for identifying groups of 

high and low coordination player couples to aid in the analysis and visualisation of results. 

These data are presented in Figures 4-3 and 4-4. k-means works by positioning k centroids 

repeatedly until the means diverge and has been previously used to visualise sporting styles 

(for examples see Gyarmati, et al., 2014; Sampaio, et al., 2015). k clusters were chosen 

based on a sum of squares plot. 
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4.2.8 Temporal Analysis 

Box-plots of relative phase by time period (AF games consist of four 25-minute quarters) 

were compiled for inter- and intra-team couplings to compare mean coupling as a function 

of the time of the game. 

4.3 RESULTS 

A plot of relative phase standard deviations and player proximities for all permutation of 

player pairs is presented in Figure 4-2. This plot exhibits the characteristics of a positive 

relationship between relative phase behaviour and physical proximity on the playing area, 

confirming the proximity relationships described in Morgan and Williams (2012) can be 

observed in other large-field team sports. This indicates that players who are closer to each 

other are more likely to move in concert, both in terms of changes in velocity (Figure 4-

2a), and in change in direction of movement (Figure 4-2b). 

4.3.1 Intra-team Coordination 

k-means clustering for the intra-team pairings with 15 clusters, are presented in Figure 4-

3. The pairs were labelled according to their playing role and shirt number, which results 

in a unique label for each player. The player role labels are back/defender (B), midfielder 

(M), and forward/attacker (F). Additionally, the mean standard deviations for acceleration 

and angular velocity relative phase were computed over all parings in each cluster, and the 

mean values are presented in Table 4-1.  

Table 4-1. Mean acceleration and angular velocity cluster standard deviations for intra- and inter-

team clusters. 

Cluster 

ID 

Intra-Team Clusters Inter-Team Clusters 

Acceleration 

s.d. 

Angular 

Velocity s.d. 

Acceleration 

s.d. 

Angular 

Velocity s.d. 

1a 28.84 25.92 33.04 27.57 

2 29.59 26.54 30.17 25.43 

3 31.58 27.11 32.63 26.94 
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4c 30.45 25.82 29.13 25.20 

5 31.17 26.00 30.59 26.30 

6d 30.65 26.52 34.92 28.33 

7 33.54 27.54 31.81 26.64 

8b 34.61 28.24 30.53 26.89 

9 32.80 27.29 33.53 28.26 

10 32.16 26.68 31.32 27.13 

11 29.71 25.72 30.97 25.78 

12 31.18 26.66 34.20 27.54 

13 30.18 26.39 31.19 26.56 

14 33.26 28.11 29.89 26.22 

15 32.69 27.77 32.17 27.65 
a High Coordination Pairs for Intra-team clusters. 

b Low Coordination Pairs for Intra-team clusters. 
c High Coordination Pairs for Inter-team clusters. 
d Low Coordination Pairs for Inter-team clusters. 

From within the intra-team clusters, cluster 8 can be defined as the least coupled set 

of player pairs, while cluster 1 can otherwise be defined as the most coupled set of player 

pairs where the variability in phase coupling is lowest. For the purpose of comparison, we 

refer to cluster 1 as High Coordination Pairs (HCP), and cluster 8 as Low Coordination 

Pairs (LCP). 

It is worth noting that each of the player pairs observed in the HCP cluster contained 

at least one midfield player (M), and most of the pairs were comprised of two midfielders. 

In contrast, the player pairs observed in the LCP cluster commonly featured pairings of 

players who exhibit the greatest median distance apart, indicating these are pairs of players 

who are positioned at opposite ends of the playing field. 

4.3.2 Inter-team Coordination 

k-means clustering for the inter-team pairings with 15 clusters, are presented in Figure 4-

4. Analysis of the intra-team clusters revealed that cluster 6 can be defined as the least 

coupled set of player pairs, while cluster 4 can otherwise be defined as the most coupled 

set of player pairs.  
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Figure 4-3. Angular velocity and acceleration relative phase standard deviations by cluster for 

intra-team couplings. Labels for player role are included for members of the LCP cluster (8) and 

the HCP cluster (1). 

As previously described, we refer to cluster 4 and cluster 6 as High Coordination 

Pairs (HCP) and Low Coordination Pairs (LCP) respectively. As was previously observed 

in the intra-team pairings, the HCP consist predominantly of midfield positions, however 

they are more frequently paired with defender/back or forward players when compared to 

intra-team HCP. Of note, Oakleigh player M31 was part of four of the 15 HCP inter-team 

pairings. Inter-team LCP are largely comprised of pairings of positions who are positioned 

at opposite ends of the field. 
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Figure 4-4. Angular velocity and acceleration relative phase standard deviations by cluster for 

inter-team couplings. Labels for player role are included for members of the LCP cluster (6) and 

the HCP cluster (4). 

4.3.3 Temporal Analysis 

Box-plots showing mean intra-team relative phase angle standard deviations by game 

quarter are presented in Figure 4-5. The mean standard deviations over each quarter 

increased systematically for the acceleration relative phase (Figure 4-5a), and angular 

velocity relative phase (Figure 4-5b). These plots indicate that the coordinative behaviour 

represented by coupled changes in running speed and direction of movement decreases 

systematically over the course of the AF match. 
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Figure 4-5. Relative phase standard deviation box plots for acceleration (a) and angular velocity 

(b) by game quarter. 

 

Figure 4-6. Exemplar angular displacement, angular velocity and relative phase for a LCP player 

coupling (solid = B25, dashed = F48). 
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Figure 4-7. Exemplar angular displacement, angular velocity and relative phase for a HCP player 

coupling (solid = M31, dashed = F57). 

 

Figure 4-8. Exemplar velocity, acceleration and relative phase for a LCP player coupling (solid 

= B25, dashed = F48). 
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4.3.4 Player Coupling Exemplars 

This modelling approach encodes multi-dimensional movement characteristics between 

player pairs and can be used make pair-wise classifications of players as strongly-, or 

weakly-coupled. In Figures 4-6 and 4-7 we present 30-second sequences of game play 

where the relative phase is derived from continuous angular displacement and angular 

velocity data for a weakly-coupled and strong-coupled pair respectively. While the 

exemplar shown in Figure 4-6 exhibits no obvious coordination, Figure 4-7 illustrates an 

example where the paired players are highly coordinated. Similarly, the same exemplar 

data are used to generate Figures 4-8 and 4-9 showing acceleration coupling between the 

same players. Here also, it is evident in Figure 4-9 that the players are changing speed in a 

highly coordinated manner, and the subsequent relative phase representation highlights 

both the general state of coordination, and the brief moment at approximately 6-seconds 

where the velocity changes are momentarily misaligned. 

4.4 DISCUSSION 

This paper demonstrates a method of estimating pair-wise player coupling that is suitable 

for team sport games, particularly games played on large playing areas. Previous 

approaches to estimating inter-player coordination leveraged movement features relative 

to fixed locations in the playing area, such as the middle “T” in squash (McGarry, et al., 

1999). While this approach is helpful in small-court games, where the coordination of 

movement between players is functionally related to their physical location, the same rule 

may not apply in large field games. Australian Football is played on very large surfaces 

and is characterised by a high number of inter-personal exchanges that are functionally 

independent of their location on the playing area. For instance, mid-field players can 
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engage in a direct contest at any location on the ground, and therefore, representing their 

interactive movement features in a dynamical systems framework using relative phase as 

the principal measure of coordination requires a new approach. We studied a 

spatiotemporal dataset in Australian Football and illustrated exemplar results using a 

position-independent approach.  

 

Figure 4-9. Exemplar velocity, acceleration and relative phase for a HCP player coupling (solid 

= M31, dashed = F57). 

We demonstrated a method where phase angles are derived from separate phase 

portraits expressing velocity and acceleration, and angular displacement and angular 

velocity respectively. The angle from the origin of a phase portrait to the momentary 

acceleration or angular velocity value (in polar coordinates) can be regarded as a 
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momentary state of movement. The pair-wise time-series comparison of these continuous 

states between players can then be used to estimate the degree of movement coordination.  

The first observation we made is that there is an inverse correlation between inter-

personal coordination and the distance between players. Players that are on average closer 

to each other, are also more tightly coupled, both in terms of their changes in acceleration, 

and changes in angular velocity. In many respects this is an obvious characteristic in team 

sports on large playing areas. Players who are further from the locus of gameplay would 

have no reason to move in concert with those distant players who are directly involved in 

the movement of the ball. This should be regarded as a sanity-check, and evidence of the 

contextual validity of our approach.  

Analysis of the temporal characteristics of relative phase angles revealed that the 

standard deviation for the relative phase angles for both acceleration and angular velocity 

increases in later quarters. This indicates a potential diminishing degree structure within 

teams as time progresses. The decrease in coupling observed over the course of the match 

is also evidence that fatigue may impact the interpersonal coordination between players. 

This result could be explained by the proposition that as players fatigue the variability in 

their capacity or willingness to run with an intensity that matches other teammates may be 

increased. This would predictably result in lower coupling results on that dimension. 

In representing coordinative behaviour as a dynamical system, one needs to 

consider possible control parameters that cause a stable system to shift into some alternate 

state. Lames has previously asserted that the players in a tennis match could be considered 

as two sub-systems, strongly coupled by features of the game (such as the size and 

dimensions of the court, and the net-based format of the game), and characteristics of the 
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game play (e.g. a baseline rally) (Lames, 2006). In many respects, Australian football is 

divorced from the structural constraints of tennis, with a large, open field of play, and 

without the inherent periodic construct of a net-based sport where the ball travels back and 

forth between players. Nevertheless, if we can consider an AF match as a system with many 

degrees of freedom, represented by many paired sub-systems, the stability and phase 

characteristics of those subsystems may be driven by match-related control parameters, 

such as tactical constraints, fatigue, skill-level and role-based constraints. These constraints 

could be considered control parameters in the sense that they cause the characteristics of 

pair-wise behaviour to change. We may infer evidence of fatigue in the systematic 

degrading of coupled movements through the course of an AF match in our data. Further 

research should explore whether this trend is a robust feature of other matches. Similarly, 

tactical constraints (which are not considered here) are a potential control parameter. 

Consider the instance that a coach directs his/her team to play a zonal defence, where 

players defend spatial areas rather than specific opponent players. Such a scenario would 

predictably result in a substantive shift in the state of the pair-wise subsystems.  

Most previous systems-based representations of movement coordination in sport 

have focussed on small court games such as tennis (Lames, 2006), squash (McGarry, et al., 

1999), and basketball (Bourbousson, et al., 2010a; Bourbousson, et al., 2010b) 

(notwithstanding other work in soccer: e.g. Grehaigne, et al., 1997; Davids, et al., 2005; 

Frenken, et al., 2011). In each instance the order parameters considered are derived from 

the absolute location of individuals, or group centroids, in the playing area. This is a 

suitable approach to small court games, and one might argue further that even in soccer 

(which is played on a much larger field), role-based constraints on players assert some 
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predictable regularity in both position and relative movement. For instance, a right-side 

winger will rarely wander beyond the unilateral spatial domain specific to that role. In those 

sports, regularity in role-based movement applies, and order parameters derived from 

absolute position may be helpful. In Australian football, however, the field-based location 

of players are mostly divorced from player roles (with only a few exceptions). In 

considering immediate derivatives of movement such as acceleration and angular velocity 

as order parameters, it is possible to represent coordinated behaviour in a way that is 

decoupled from the absolute location of players on the field of play. Importantly, this 

approach is not inconsistent, or mutually exclusive from position-based parameters. 

Indeed, it may provide additional insight in a dynamical systems framework to model the 

combination of position and movement parameters in court and small-field games. 

4.5 CONCLUSION 

Our aim in this work has been twofold. Principally, we aimed to demonstrate a method for 

quantifying the characteristics of inter-personal movement coordination between pairs of 

players in large-format team sports. We extend previous innovations that use a dynamical 

systems framework, and relative phase, to model interpersonal movement in small-court 

games (where the location of players is the order parameter) and present an alternative 

approach that leverages derivatives of interpersonal movement that are independent of 

pitch location. Secondly, we aimed to demonstrate the observable features of pair-wise 

coordination within and between teams in Australian football. This analysis revealed that 

movement coordination is higher amongst midfield players within the same team, and 

direct opponents between teams, and that some aspects of inter-personal movement 

coordination may diminish throughout matches, perhaps due to fatigue. This approach 
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should enable future work to learn more about potential control parameters that may direct 

a dynamical systems representation of large-format team sports. 

4.6 THESIS DISCUSSION 

One limitation of this study is its reliance on AFL playing position classifications. Positions 

are dynamic and, in general, less restrictive than those in other invasion team sports 

(Jackson, 2016). Future work on the coordinative behaviour of Australian footballers could 

utilise information on dynamic playing positions (for example Jackson, 2016) to see if this 

yields more applicable results. 
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Chapter 5: Measuring Player Density in 

Australian Rules Football Using 

Gaussian Mixture Models5 

Chapter Overview 

Chapter 5 represents the first approach to measuring the spatial occupancy of players in the 

AFL. This chapter is a brief introduction and serves as a bridge towards more advanced 

methodology of later chapters. 

This chapter contains introduction (Section 5.1), methods (Section 5.2), results 

(Section 5.3) and discussion and conclusion (Section 5.4) sections. Finally, the results of 

this chapter are discussed in the context of this thesis (Section 5.5). This chapter was 

presented at the 5th International Congress on Complex Systems in Sports (Spencer, et al., 

2017b). 

5 Spencer, B., Morgan, S., Zeleznikow, J., & Robertson, S. (2017). Measuring player density in Australian 

Rules football using Gaussian mixture models. Complex Systems in Sport, International Congress Linking 

Theory and Practice. 

https://www.frontiersin.org/books/Complex_Systems_in_Sport_International_Congress_Linking_Theory_a

nd_Practice/1381  

This work has been removed due to copyright. Available from: https://www.frontiersin.org/
books/
Complex_Systems_in_Sport_International_Congress_Linking_Theory_and_Practice/1381

https://www.frontiersin.org/books/Complex_Systems_in_Sport_International_Congress_Linking_Theory_and_Practice/1381
https://www.frontiersin.org/books/Complex_Systems_in_Sport_International_Congress_Linking_Theory_and_Practice/1381
https://www.frontiersin.org/
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5.5 THESIS DISCUSSION 

The work presented in this chapter represents the first approach to the topic of spatial 

occupancy of players in the AFL. This study serves as an introduction to the topic and leads 

into the methodology of later studies.  

This simplistic approach measures the density of player groups in the AFL, however 

can be applied to any team sport. To do so would require evaluation of GMM parameters 

(in particular, the number of components) for various field sizes and player numbers. 

 This approach has notable limitations. The biggest limitation is a lack of 

consideration of player motion and orientation. As a result, specific applications are 

limited. The trade-off is computability. GMM density fitting is considerably faster than 

more advanced spatial occupancy methods presented in the remaining sections of this 

thesis. 
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Chapter 6: A Method for Evaluating Player 

Decision-Making in the Australian 

Football League6 

Chapter Overview 

In this chapter an initial decision-making model is presented. Underpinning the model is a 

player motion model fit on the displacements of Australian footballers and an equity model 

described in O’Shaughnessy (2006) and Jackson (2016). See Section 2.2.2 of the Literature 

Review for an overview of these methods. 

 The approach is placed in the context of existing literature (Section 6.1) and 

described in Section 6.2. The results of this model are presented in Section 6.3. The chapter 

concludes with a discussion of the findings (Section 6.4) and final conclusions (Section 

6.5). Finally, the results of this chapter are discussed in the context of the overall thesis 

(Section 6.6). This study was presented at Mathsport 2018 (Spencer, et al., 2018). 

6 Spencer, B., Bedin, T., Farrow, D., & Jackson, K. (2018). A method for evaluating player decision-

making in the Australian Football League. Mathsport 2018 

This work has been removed due to copyright. Available from : https://www.anziam.org.au/The+14th
+Australasian+Conference+on+Mathematics+and+Computers+in+Sport

https://www.anziam.org.au/The+14th
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6.6 THESIS DISCUSSION 

The work presented in this chapter builds upon the initial measurement of player density, 

as shown in Chapter 5. The addition of orientation and motion in the spatial occupancy 

model addresses limitations identified in a review of spatiotemporal research in team sports 

by Gudmundsson and Horton (2017). The simplistic player motion model in this chapter 

considers the effects of player motion and orientation; however, one shortcoming of the 

model is that it considers each displacement in a player’s reachable region to be equally 

likely. It would be more realistic to model player motion with a distribution that measures 

the likelihood of each displacement. Recently, player motion has been modelled this way 

(Brefeld, et al., 2018; Fernandez & Bornn, 2018). Whether these models are applicable to 

Australian football will be explored in future chapters. 
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 Combining the spatial influence of individual players allows for the calculation of 

a team’s dominance. Dominance becomes a measure of spatial pressure – if dominance is 

low at a player’s location, this indicates high opposition presence. Previous measures of 

spatial pressure have not considered the orientation and motion of pressuring opponents 

(Gudmundsson & Horton, 2017). The model presented in this chapter considered the 

orientation and motion of opponents. One limitation of this model is the use of discrete 

bounds for player motion. Logically, a player is not able to reach the limits of their observed 

motion in all situations. Hence, fitting the distribution of player displacements would 

improve this model. This concept is explored in Chapters 7 and 8. 

 This study represents the first research into the quantitative measurement of player 

decision-making in Australian football. Measuring player decision-making provides 

additional information about player performance. This has applications in performance 

analysis, player recruitment and coaching (Cervone, et al., 2014). Partitioning the 

components of a pass (i.e., risk, reward and Decision Value) provides a greater 

understanding into player performance. For example, it is possible to differentiate a player 

with poor execution but great decision-making, from a player with great execution but poor 

decision-making (who may be frequently choosing low risk passes compared to the former 

player). 
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Chapter 7: Fitting Motion Models to 

Contextual Player Behaviour7 

Chapter Overview 

This chapter presents a new player motion model, fit on player commitment to contest 

events. A player is said to commit to a contest if they reposition to participate in said 

contest. Participation is determined by a two-metre radius around the contest location. This 

represents a new approach to the topic of player motion and builds upon ideas of motion 

discussed in Chapter 6. The outputs of this chapter will be applied in decision-making 

analysis in Chapter 8. 

This chapter includes an introduction (Section 7.1), overview of methods (Section 

7.2Error! Reference source not found.) and the presentation and discussion of results 

(Sections 7.3; 7.4; 7.5). The results of this chapter are discussed in the context of the overall 

thesis (Section 7.6). This study was accepted for presentation at the 12th International 

Symposium on Computer Science in Sport which will be held in Moscow, Russia from 8-

10 July 2019. Presented papers will be published by Springer in the Advances in Intelligent 

Systems and Computing series. 

7 Spencer, B., Jackson, K., Robertson, S. (2019). Fitting motion models to contextual player behaviour. 

International Symposium on Computer Science in Sport 

https://iacss2019.ru/  

This work has been removed due to copyright. Available from: https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.10762

https://iacss2019.ru/
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Fitting Motion Models to Contextual Player Behaviour 

Abstract 

The objective of this study was to incorporate contextual information into the modelling of 

player motion. This was achieved by combining the distributions of forthcoming passing 

contests that players committed to and those they did not. The resultant array measures the 

probability a player would commit to forthcoming contests in their vicinity. Commitment-

based motion models were fit on 46220 samples of player behaviour in the Australian 

Football League. It was found that the shape of commitment-based models differed greatly 

to displacement-based models for Australian footballers. Player commitment arrays were 

used to measure the spatial occupancy and dominance of the attacking team. The spatial 

characteristics of pass receivers were extracted for 2934 passes. Positional trends in passing 

were identified. Furthermore, passes were clustered into three components using Gaussian 

mixture models. Passes in the AFL are most commonly to one-on-one contests or 

unmarked players. Furthermore, passes were rarely greater than 25 m. 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

The measurement of a player’s spatial occupancy can reveal insights into space, congestion 

and passing opportunities. While early research into spatial occupancy considered players 

as fixed objects, recent iterations of Voronoi-like dominant regions have incorporated the 

effects of player motion (Gudmundsson & Horton, 2017; Brefeld, et al., 2018). Underlying 

these approaches is limited consideration of the continuous nature of space. Should the 

application of spatial occupancy involve possession outcomes, space should be considered 

relative to the ball. 
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Recent studies have addressed this concept. Fernandez and Bornn (2018) measured 

the spatial dominance of teams by representing a player’s influence as a bivariate normal 

distribution. The result considers the continuous nature of space but is not fit on empirical 

data. Brefeld et al. (2018) fit player motion models on the distribution of a player’s 

observed displacements but did not consider the context of those displacements (i.e., the 

current possession location). Logically, the amount of spatial dominance a team exhibits 

over a location need be measured relative to how players would control said space if the 

ball were moved to that location. 

In this study we present a method of fitting player motion models with consideration 

of displacement context. Models are fit on player commitment to passing contests, rather 

than raw displacements. Resultant models measure the probability a player would contest 

a pass to locations in their vicinity. We demonstrate the applications of these models in the 

analysis of kicking in the Australian Football League (AFL). 

7.2 METHODS 

Ball tracking is not commercially available in AFL; however, ball location can be inferred 

from play-by-play data. Player motion models are proposed as an adequate forecast of 

future behaviours in the absence of precision ball tracking. Hence, the objective of this 

study was to model player motion with consideration of the context of player 

displacements, without increasing their dimensionality beyond consideration of location, 

velocity and time. 

7.2.1 Data and Pre-processing 

LPS player-tracking data (x, y, t) were collected from the 2017 and 2018 AFL seasons. 

Tracking data (10 Hz) were consolidated with play-by-play event data (known as 
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transactions). Transactions are recorded to the nearest second, hence are assumed to occur 

at the beginning of the second when combined with LPS datasets. Player orientation and 

velocity were calculated from the tracking data under the assumption that players were 

oriented in the direction of their movement. For analysis, passes that begin with and ended 

with a mark were extracted (mark-to-mark passes). This constraint ensured that location 

could be inferred. A mark is awarded when a) a player catches a kick on the full, and b) 

the kick travelled at minimum of 15 m. 

7.2.2 Possession Contests 

Commitment models are fit on player participation to forthcoming passing contests. 

Passing contests are pass events in which more than one player attempts to win the ball. In 

the AFL datasets, events that fit this criterion are contested marks and spoils transactions. 

The former refers to a pass caught by a player while under pressure and the latter relates to 

a marking attempt in which the ball is knocked away by an opponent. Passing contests are 

henceforth referred to as contests. 

7.2.3 Modelling Process 

Each contest involves two events of interest: the pass that preceded the contest and the 

contest transaction. The timestamps of these events are referred to as tp and tc respectively. 

When referring to a player’s commitment we are referring to the likelihood a player will 

commit to a forthcoming contest, given their position and momentum at tp. The 

commitment modelling process is as follows: 

1. Player momentum and position at tp and the ball’s travel time, or time-to-point, are 

recorded. The latter is simply tc – tp. 
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2. For each player, compute the relative location of the contest. This relative location 

is considered a potential player displacement. The relative location is as follows: 

𝜃 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠−1 (
𝐴𝐵⃑⃑ ⃑⃑  ⃑∙𝐵𝐶⃑⃑ ⃑⃑  ⃑

‖𝐴𝐵⃑⃑ ⃑⃑  ⃑‖∙‖𝐵𝐶⃑⃑⃑⃑  ⃑‖
)    (1) 

(𝑥, 𝑦) = (𝑑 ∙ cos 𝜃 , 𝑑 ∙ sin 𝜃)    (2) 

where AB is the player’s movement vector, BC is the displacement vector to the 

contest and d is the Euclidean distance between the player and the contest. 

3. If the Euclidean distance between the player and the contest is less than two meters 

at tc, player commitment (C) is recorded as 1 (hence, the player realized the 

potential displacement), else if greater than two meters, commitment is recorded as 

0. 

4. The dataset is partitioned into commitment and no commitment sets along C. 

5. Distribution of both datasets is estimated via Kernel density estimation (KDE) with 

Gaussian kernels. Datasets are four-dimensional, containing the relative contest 

location (x, y), player velocity (v) and ball time-to-point (t). 

6. The distributions are combined, weighted according to event frequency, using the 

following function: 

𝑝𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑣, 𝑡) = 
𝑤𝑓𝐶=1(𝑥,𝑦,𝑣,𝑡)

𝑤𝑓𝐶=1(𝑥,𝑦,𝑣,𝑡)+(1−𝑤)𝑓𝐶=0(𝑥,𝑦,𝑣,𝑡)
   (3) 

where 𝑓𝐶=1 and 𝑓𝐶=0 are the distributions, and w is the weight. 

The two-meter threshold for player commitment (step 3) was chosen as an adequate 

distance after discussion with AFL analysts. Individual distributions represent the density 

of contests that were committed to (𝑓𝐶=1) and those that were ignored (𝑓𝐶=0). By combining 
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the distributions (Eq. 3) the resulting variable (pi) measures the probability that a new 

sample (given x, y, v, t) belongs to the commitment distribution. The resultant array 

measures a player’s spatial influence. A player’s influence is a forecast of their behaviors 

in respect to a forthcoming passing contest. 

7.2.4 Spatial Metrics 

We measure the spatial influence of a team as the sum of the influence of its players: 

𝐼𝑛𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑ 𝑃𝑟𝑖
18
𝑖=1      (4) 

and dominance is the proportion of space a team owns at a location: 

𝐷𝑜𝑚𝑎(𝑥, 𝑦) =
𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑎(𝑥,𝑦)

𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑎(𝑥,𝑦)+𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑜(𝑥,𝑦)
    (5) 

7.2.5 Passing Analysis 

Commitment models have previously been used to analyse decision-making in the AFL 

(Spencer, et al., In Review). In this study, commitment models are used to analyse 

characteristics of passes. Mark-to-mark passes were extracted from the transactional 

dataset. The kicking distance (metres), spatial dominance, influence and equity of passes 

were recorded. AFL field equity (FE) is a measure of the value of space described in 

Jackson (2016). The equity of a pass is the change in FE between the passer and receiver 

(𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝐹𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟 − 𝐹𝐸𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑟). Metrics were analysed at different field locations. 

Spearman correlation coefficient was used to assess the relationship between metrics and 

the distance between the receiver and the attacking goals. To define passing types, 

characteristics of passes were clustered via Gaussian mixture models, with the number of 

components chosen via the elbow method (Madhulatha, 2012). 
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7.3 RESULTS 

An example output visualizing the spatial dominance and influence of an attacking team is 

presented in Fig. 7-1, where areas of darker green represent higher dominance. 

 

Figure 7-1. Example output of spatial dominance for the attacking team (in blue). The player with 

possession is circled in yellow (towards the lower boundary). 

7.3.1 Commitment Models 

Player commitment behaviour was recorded for 46220 samples. The C = 1 and C = 0 

datasets consisted of 6392 and 39828 samples (w = 0.14). Fig. 7-2 visualizes commitment 

models for two velocities for t = 2 s. These are compared to motion models fit on player 

displacements (as in Brefeld, et al., 2018). Fitting displacements (Fig. 7-2b, Fig. 7-2d) 

suggests players are unlikely to reorient, hence are insufficient for modelling behaviour to 

forthcoming contests. 
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Figure 7-2. Player commitment (left) and displacement (right) motion models for v = 2 m/s (top) 

and v = 5 m/s (bottom). Density represents the probability of making a displacement. 

7.3.2 Passing Analysis 

A total of 2934 passes were analysed. Two-dimensional distributions of passing features 

are presented in Fig. 7-3. Dominance of passes is bimodal. The dominance and influence 

of receivers was recorded and smoothed by field location (Fig. 7-4). There is a trend 

towards passes to lower dominance receivers towards the attacking goal. Furthermore, 

influence of receivers is high in the in the forward 50 region. This is indicative of kicks to 

congested groups, rather than individual players. Minimal correlation was found between 

the distance to objective and both dominance (ρ = 0.05, p < 0.01) and influence (ρ = -0.08, 

p < 0.01).  
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Figure 7-3. Distributions (estimated via KDE) of (a) Influence, (b) Distance and (c) Equity relative 

to Dominance. GMM Component means are presented as magenta points in the 2D plots. 

 

Figure 7-4. Smoothed spatial dominance (left) and influence (right) of pass receivers. Attacking 

team is moving left to right. High dominance and influence are indicated by darker green regions. 

7.3.3 Passing Clusters 

Passes were clustered via GMM into three components. Component means are visualized 

in two-dimensions in Fig. 7-3. Characteristics of the components are presented in Table 7-

1. Component 1 represents a medium-range pass to a group of players in congestion 

(influence > 0.5, dominance < 1.0), component 2 is a short-range pass to an open player 

(dominance = 1.0) and component 3 is a short-range pass to a one-on-one contest (influence 

< 0.5, dominance < 1.0). 
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Table 7-1. The weight and means of Gaussian mixture model components. 

Variable Component 1 Component 2 Component 3 

Weight 0.43 0.24 0.33 

Dominance (%) 0.58 1.00 0.51 

Influence 0.59 0.43 0.41 

Distance (m) 33.3 17.9 19.4 

Equity 0.09 0.00 0.06 

7.4 DISCUSSION 

This study presented a method for fitting player motion models with consideration of the 

context of player displacements. This was achieved via the fitting of participation to 

forthcoming events, rather than to observed player displacements, representing a new 

approach to player motion models. Additionally, the models in this study fit the distribution 

of samples in four-dimensions, choosing to consider velocity and time as continuous rather 

than categorical as in Brefeld et al. (2018). 

 It was observed that commitment models suggest a higher likelihood of 

reorientation than motion models fit on player displacements (see Fig. 7-2). In particular, 

displacement-based models forecast very few repositions in the negative y- axis. 

Observation of player commitment behaviours suggest reorientation is possible in all 

directions. The low probability of reorientation in displacement-based motion models is 

likely due to the nature of gameplay in AFL. The large field size and typical gameplay 

result in players frequently following the ball, rather than holding formations. Hence, for 

the analysis demonstrated in this study, motion models fit on player displacements are 

inadequate for describing future behaviour. 

 Commitment models are fit on behaviour to the next possession, hence are limited 

to applications that consider short-term behaviour. At higher velocities, the spread of a 

player’s influence increases and the shape changes (see Fig. 7-2). These considerations do 
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not affect the applications presented in this study. It should be noted that commitment 

models were fit on 46220 samples which is roughly equivalent to the number of one-second 

displacements a player would make in a single match. As a result, these models may be 

less smooth than motion models fit on displacements (Fig. 7-2). Bandwidth selection 

during the fitting process can be modified to account for this. 

 A noteworthy limitation of commitment models is a reliance on transactions of 

differing frequency to player-tracking datasets. As a result, transactions and player-

tracking may be misaligned by up to one second. The generous commitment radius of two 

metres deals with this to an extent, however higher frequency transactions would reduce 

the noise of resultant models. 

 Studies analysing passing in the AFL have previously utilized discrete passing 

features and manually collected data (e.g., Robertson, et al., 2019). The computation of 

spatial features presents continuous metrics for passing analysis. Spatial dominance of 

receivers was found to be bimodal at dominance of an equal contest (dominance = 0.5) and 

an open player (dominance = 1.0). It was noted that passes to open players were rarely 

greater than 25 m. There is an indication that the spatial characteristics of receivers differs 

by region, despite minimal correlation between these metrics and a player’s distance to the 

goalposts. In particular, the influence of receivers was higher in the forward 50 region than 

elsewhere. This is indicative of a pass to a congested group of players. Furthermore, early 

results show that receiver dominance is higher in the defensive 50 region, indicative of risk 

aversion in defensive positions. These results may be explained by team formations. 

Players have more space to work with when a team has possession in their defensive 50. 
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This space decreases as the ball is moved towards the attacking goalposts, hence players 

become more congested. 

Analysis of the spatial characteristics of passing produced three passing clusters. While the 

equity of all components was minimal, the short-range pass to an open player (component 

2) had a mean equity of 0.00, hence does not typically improved a team’s scoring chance. 

This may be a pass to stall play in the absence of better options. The low mean passing 

distance of components 2 and 3 (< 20 m) suggests a tendency to execute short-range passes. 

 While the analysis in this study has focused on on-ball possessions, measures of 

spatial occupancy have applications in off-ball analysis. Fernandez and Bornn (2018) 

utilized similar methodology to analyse space creation of off-ball actions in soccer. Future 

applications of spatial occupancy should continue the development of these topics.  

7.5 CONCLUSION 

A new method for measuring player spatial occupancy was exemplified in this study. The 

occupancy of Australian footballers was estimated via the probability they would 

reposition to forthcoming passes contests. When compared to displacement-based motion 

models in Australian football, commitment models were found to be a better representation 

of contextual player behavior. Resultant commitment models were used to describe the 

kicking landscape of AFL footballers, finding that passes were frequently to one-on-one 

contests or open players. Furthermore, long kicks are infrequent and there is a significance 

number of passes around the minimum marking distance. 
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7.6 THESIS DISCUSSION 

The commitment-based motion model presented in this study is an evolution of the player 

motion model presented in Chapter 6. By considering the probability of commitment at 

each location in a player’s vicinity, this model is a more accurate representation of player 

behaviour than displacement-based models. The difference in shape of these models 

compared to the models from Brefeld et al. (2018) (Fig. 7-2) supports this belief for the 

applications presented in this study. It is likely that the decision-making model from 

Chapter 6 would be improved with commitment-based motion models. This will be the 

objective of Chapter 8. 

 Passing and passing contests were identified as important events in Chapter 2 

(Spencer, et al., 2016). Analysis of passing in this chapter revealed interesting insights into 

mark-to-mark passes in the AFL. It was identified that team profiles defined by 

performance indicators struggled to discriminate winning teams (Chapter 2). The 

development of passing styles, defined by unsupervised clustering, is a step towards the 

development of team playing styles measured with spatiotemporal datasets. 

 The LPS player tracking systems used in this chapter are Catapult Clearsky 

devices8. The validity of these units has been the subject of a previous study in which they 

were found to have adequate validity compared to optical systems (Serpiello, et al., 2018). 

Further information on the validity of LPS devices can be found in Section 2.1 of this 

thesis.  

                                                 
8 https://www.catapultsports.com/products/clearsky-t6  

https://www.catapultsports.com/products/clearsky-t6
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Chapter 8: Modelling the Quality of Player 

Passing Decisions in Australian 

Rules Football Relative to Risk, 

Reward and Commitment9 

Chapter Overview 

In this chapter, the decision-making model from Chapter 6 is revisited. The addition of the 

motion model developed in Chapter 7 produces more realistic measures of spatial control. 

This chapter concludes the work that has been developed in preceding chapters. 

 This chapter consists of an introduction (Section 8.1), related work (Section 8.2), 

methods (Section 8.3), results (Section 8.4), discussion (Section 8.5) and conclusions 

(Section 8.6). The content of this chapter is under review in an indexed Q1 journal. 

  

                                                 
9 Spencer, B., Jackson, K., Bedin, T., & Robertson, S. (In Review). Modelling the quality of passing 

decisions in Australian Rules football relative to risk, reward and commitment. 
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Modelling the Quality of Player Passing Decisions in Australian Rules Football 

Relative to Risk, Reward and Commitment 

Abstract 

The value of player decisions has typically been measured by changes in possession 

expectations, rather than relative to the value of a player’s alternative options. This study 

presents a mathematical approach to the measurement of passing decisions of Australian 

Rules footballers that considers the risk and reward of passing options. A new method for 

quantifying a player’s spatial influence is demonstrated through a process called 

commitment modelling, in which the bounds and density of a player’s motion model are 

fit on empirical commitment to contests, producing a continuous representation of a team’s 

spatial ownership. This process involves combining the probability density functions of 

contests that a player committed to, and those they did not. Spatiotemporal player tracking 

data was collected for AFL matches played at Docklands Stadium in the 2017 and 2018 

seasons. It was discovered that the probability of a player committing to a contest decreases 

as a function of their velocity and of the ball’s time-to-point. Furthermore, the peak density 

of player commitment probabilities is at a greater distance in front of a player the faster 

they are moving, while their ability to participate in contests requiring re-orientation 

diminishes at higher velocities. Analysis of passing decisions revealed that, for passes 

resulting in a mark, opposition pressure is bimodal, with peaks at spatial dominance 

equivalent to no pressure and to a one-on-one contest. Density of passing distance peaks at 

17.3 m, marginally longer than the minimum distance of a legal mark (15 m). Conversely, 

the model presented in this study identifies long-range options as have higher associated 

decision-making values, however a lack of passes in these ranges may be indicative of 

differing tactical behaviour or a difficulty in identifying long-range options. 
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8.1 INTRODUCTION 

Team sport athletes are consistently presented with situations in which their decisions 

effect the immediate state of a game. These consist of overt on-ball decisions relating to 

passing or shooting, however also include off-ball actions such as occupation of a given 

space. Whilst previous works have quantified the impact of a decision on some measure of 

possession expectation (Cervone, et al., 2014; Cervone, et al., 2016a; Jackson, 2016) or on 

measures of spatial control (Fernandez & Bornn, 2018), their value has typically been 

measured by the change in some metric or relative to a contextual mean. We believe the 

value of a player’s decision should be quantified relative to the alternative options that were 

available. Although a pass may yield a positive increase in a team’s scoring chance by x, 

the decision is by definition sub-optimal if alternatives exist that increase it by greater than 

x. By measuring a player’s decision relative to their options, we can quantitatively attribute 

value to a player’s decision-making abilities, further decoupling components of a player’s 

performance. 

The expected possession value (EPV) metric considers spatiotemporal data, match 

phase and player behaviours to quantify possession outcomes in basketball (Cervone, et 

al., 2016a; Cervone, et al., 2014). Computing the change in EPV between possessions 

assigns a value to player possession contributions. A player’s decision is valued relative to 

the tendencies of other players in the same situation, producing a player’s EPVA (EPV-

added over replacement) as the sum of a player’s EPV-added (EPVend – EPVstart) across 

all possessions. In Jackson (2016), Australian Rules footballers ranking points are the sum 

of their possession contributions, valued relative to the event and location, an extension of 

the measure of field equity developed in O’Shaughnessy (2006). Similar to Cervone et al. 
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(2014), player contributions are measured relative to mean outcomes and a player is 

deemed to be a good decision maker if their involvement improved their team’s field 

equity, a measurement of scoring chance relative to match phase and possession location. 

In Horton et al. (2015), football passes were labelled qualitatively using machine learning 

algorithms with quantitative inputs, learnt from manual labelling of passing quality by 

sporting professionals. The inclusion of player dominant regions, a method of bounding a 

player’s spatial ownership via consideration of player momentum, suggests the quality of 

a pass has some dependence on a team’s spatial control.  

Common amongst these studies is the valuation of player decisions with respect to 

some change in possession expectation. Another approach would be to value decisions 

relative to alternative options, however, modelling this problem presents unique 

challenges. While quantifying a decision after the fact can be done by measuring the change 

in a given objective, each option available to a player has an accompanying probability of 

success. Multiple studies have measured the risk of passes in football. In Szczepanski and 

McHale (2016), the success of a pass depended upon the skill of a player and their 

teammates, field position of the pass location and destination, and pressure. The latter was 

approximated dependent on a player’s typical playing positions and time between passes, 

rather than consideration of opponent locations due to an absence of player tracking data. 

Power et al. (2017) measured the risk and reward of passing options using spatiotemporal 

tracking data, where the risk of a pass considers player velocity, defender proximity and 

momentum, and possession statistics and the reward of a pass is the probability that the 

pass will result in a shot on goal. From their measure of risk, the risk tendencies and 

completion rates of players were analysed. Our recent work in AFL produced measures of 
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risk and reward via discrete player motion models and measures of future possession 

expectations respectively (Spencer, et al., 2018). 

In this study we value a player’s passing decisions through consideration of the risk 

and reward of their options. We measure the risk of a pass through modelling of individual 

and team spatial control, and reward via a measure of field equity detailed in Jackson 

(2016). We present a new method for modelling spatial control via probabilistic modelling 

of player commitment to contests with consideration of their momentum. This process, 

referred to as commitment modelling, produces player motion models that more 

realistically represent player behaviour based on their proximity to important events. We 

use the resultant decision-making model to analyse characteristics of player decision-

making, its predictability, and distributions of risk taking within teams. 

8.2 RELATED WORK 

8.2.1 Motion Models 

There exist many methods for representing a player’s spatial occupancy. One common 

approach, particularly in football, is that of Voronoi tessellations which bound a player’s 

owned space as the space in which they could occupy before any other player. Simple 

applications of this approach do not consider player orientation, velocity, or individual 

physical capabilities (e.g. Fonseca, et al., 2012). Taki and Hasegawa (2000) produced 

variations incorporating a player’s orientation, velocity, but assumed consistent 

acceleration. Fujimaru and Sugihara (2005) proposed an alternative motion equation, 

adding a resistive force that decreases velocity. This approach involved a generalised 

formula that more realistically represented a player’s inability to cover negative space if 
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moving at speed. Gudmundsson and Wolle (2010) individualised these models, fitting a 

player’s dominant region from observed tracking data.  

Underlying these models is an assumption that spatial ownership is binary. That is, 

each location on the field is owned completely by a single player, determined by the time 

it would take them to reach said location, henceforth referred to as their time-to-point. 

Through observations of contests, we propose that ownership of space is continuous. For a 

given location, if the time-to-point of the ball is greater than the time-to-point of at least 

two players, then no single player owns the space completely. This distinction is important 

if we wish to quantify spatial occupancy (and its creation) relative to the ball, given its 

time-to-point, as we need to account for changes in field formations that could occur 

between possessions. 

Recent papers have addressed this. The density of playing groups was explored with 

Gaussian mixture models in Spencer et al. (2017). Spencer et al. (2018) produced a 

smoothed representation of a team’s control using non-probabilistic player motion models 

fit on observed tracking data. While a team’s ownership was expressed on a continuous 

scale, the use of motion models with discrete bounds may result in unrealistic estimations 

of a player’s influence (Brefeld, et al., 2018). Fernandez and Bornn (2018) measured a 

player’s influence area using bivariate normal distributions that considered a player’s 

location, velocity, and distance to the ball. The result is a smoothed surface of control in 

which a team’s influence over a region is continuous, however the size of a player’s 

influence is within a selected range, rather than learnt from observed movements. Recently, 

Brefeld et al. (2018) fit player motion models on the distribution of observed player 

movements, utilising these probabilistic models to produce more realistic Voronoi-like 
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regions of control. In the interest of computing time, two-dimensional models were 

produced for different speed and time bands, hence the resultant models are not continuous 

in all dimensions. 

Given its contested and dynamic nature, a continuous representation of space control 

is preferable (e.g. Fernandez and Bornn, 2018; Spencer, et al., 2018). Furthermore, a player 

logically exhibits greater control over space in which they are closer, hence we develop 

probabilistic motion models in this paper. When probabilistic models are fit on the entirety 

of a player’s movements (as in Brefeld et al., 2018), we find that the probability of player 

reorientation is underestimated. In decision-making modelling, our interest is in measuring 

the contest of space that would occur if the ball were kicked to said space. Hence to 

represent this realistically, it is important to fit the distribution of player movements 

observed under similar circumstances. We model a player’s behaviour when within 

proximity of contests. We achieve this via a procedure we call commitment modelling, 

where we fit the distribution of player commitment to contests in four dimensions (velocity, 

time, and x- and y- field position). The result is a realistic representation of player 

behaviours when presented with the opportunity to participate in a contest. 

8.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

8.3.1 Data and Pre-processing 

Spatiotemporal player tracking data was collected from the 2017 and 2018 AFL seasons. 

Data were collected by local positioning system (LPS) wearable Catapult Clearsky devices 

(Catapult Sports, Melbourne, Australia), situated in a pouch positioned between the 

players’ shoulder blades. Positional data in the form of Cartesian coordinates was recorded 

at a frequency of 10 Hz for all 44 players. To ensure consistent tracking and field 
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dimensions, analysed matches were limited to those played at Docklands Stadium, 

Melbourne. Play-by-play transactional data (i.e., match events such as kicks, marks, and 

spoils, and their associated meta-data) were manually collected by Champion Data 

(Champion Data Pty Ltd, Melbourne, Australia). These events are henceforth referred to 

as transactions. Consolidation of transaction and tracking data was used to infer ball 

position from possession, as ball tracking data is not available in Australian Rules football. 

Datasets were joined via universal timestamps present in both datasets. Transactions were 

recorded to the nearest second, hence it was assumed they occurred at the beginning of a 

second when matched to 10 Hz tracking data. If the location of one or more players was 

lost during a passage of play, said passage was omitted from the analysis.  A total of 2236 

passes across 60 matches were analysed in this study. 

A player’s velocity and displacement direction were calculated from raw positional 

data. Displacement direction was extracted from consecutive tracking samples (i.e., a 

player’s displacement direction was recorded as the angle formed by consecutive tracking 

samples, relative to the positive y-axis). A player’s change in displacement direction was 

considered as the angle between two vectors, 𝐴𝐵⃑⃑⃑⃑  ⃑ and 𝐵𝐶⃑⃑⃑⃑  ⃑, where A, B, and C are the 

player’s three most recent positions, and the angle describes the change in displacement 

direction between positions B and C (Equation1). The same process was used to calculate 

the location of an event relative to a player (where A and B are a player’s previous and 

current position, and C is the location of interest). Velocity, recorded in metres/second, was 

calculated as the Euclidean distance between a player’s current position and their position, 

one second prior.  
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𝜃 = cos−1 (
𝐴𝐵⃑⃑⃑⃑  ⃑ ∙ 𝐵𝐶⃑⃑⃑⃑  ⃑

‖𝐴𝐵⃑⃑⃑⃑  ⃑‖ ∙ ‖𝐵𝐶⃑⃑⃑⃑  ⃑‖
) (1) 

In this study, only player decisions following a mark were included, given that a mark 

provides the player with time to make an informed decision. In Australian Rules football, 

a mark is a kick greater than 15 m that is received by a player on the full (i.e., without 

bouncing). To locate the destination of a player’s kick following their mark, the next 

transaction must also be a mark. If the next possession following a kick is not a mark, we 

are unable to reliably locate the intended target, given a reliance on transactions to infer 

ball position. 

8.3.2 Commitment Modelling 

For analysis purposes, a contest was defined as a transaction following a pass in which at 

least one player from each team was involved and the ball location (for both the preceding 

kick and the receive) could be inferred from the consolidated datasets. In this study, the 

contest transaction types were spoils and contested marks. The former is an attempted pass 

that was physically prevented by the opposition and the latter is a mark in which multiple 

players attempted to receive the ball. For each contest, interest related to two moments – 

the pass that preceded the contest and the contest itself. For each moment, the time (tp and 

tc respectively) and field formation (position, displacement direction, and velocity of all 

on-field players) were recorded. A player was considered as having committed to a contest 

if their Euclidean distance from the location of the contest was less than two metres at tc. 

Using a player’s position at tp and their commitment (recorded as a binary value), a model 

was developed that quantified the probability a player would commit to a contest across a 

continuous space within their vicinity. 
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For each contest, we record player’s velocity, displacement direction, and position, 

and define the time between tp and tc as the ball’s time-to-point. For each player, compute 

the relative location of the contest to player displacement direction and position. If the 

Euclidean distance between said player’s position at time tc and the contest location is ≤2 

m, set their commitment to 1, else commitment is set to 0 if the distance is >2 m. A player’s 

velocity, commitment, the ball’s time-to-point, and the relative x- and y- co-ordinates of 

the contest are recorded. Given that options are only considered in a 60 m radius of the 

kicker, the maximum repositioning time available to a player never exceeds four seconds, 

hence it is unlikely that a player can relocate more than 30 m in this period. In the interest 

of computation time, player commitment behaviour is only recorded for players within 35 

m of the contest locations. 

The data was separated by the binary commitment variable, and kernel density 

estimation (KDE) used to estimate their probability density functions (PDFs). KDE is a 

form of data smoothing in which the PDF of a dataset is estimated, the form of which 

depends on the chosen kernel function and bandwidth inputs (Silverman, 1986). KDE has 

previously been used in motion model studies by Brefeld and colleagues (2018) who 

produced motion models on the distribution of a player’s observed movements, regardless 

of context. In this study Gaussian kernel functions were used, and bandwidth was set to 

1.5, chosen after experimentation of different values. Datasets were four-dimensional, 

containing player velocity (m/s), ball time-to-point (s), and the relative x- and y- co-

ordinate of the contest (m). 
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Individually, these distributions represent the density of the data-sets in four 

dimensions. If a player’s positional information and the ball location is known, the 

probability they will commit to a contest at location x is as follows: 

where w is a weighting factor equal to the size of the commitment dataset divided by 

the total number of samples, and  𝑓𝑐=1 and 𝑓𝑐=0 are the PDFs for the datasets where 

commitment = 1 and commitment = 0 respectively. A player’s commitment probability 

(Pr(𝑥)) considers their position relative to x, their velocity, and the ball’s time-to-point. 

Ball time-to-point to a location is equal to the distance between the ball and the location, 

divided by ball velocity. Ball velocity was estimated as 18.5 m/s after manually timing 

kicks from two quarters of a single AFL match and taking the average, however we note 

that this is a rough estimation as distances were estimated from manually recorded 

transactions. This represents a novel method for combining the distributions of two datasets 

of unequal sample size, where the resulting metric quantifies the probability that a new 

point belongs to each distribution. The combination of these distributions in a 2D space is 

illustrated in Figure 1. The resultant distributions can be calculated for a player’s position, 

providing a distribution of the likelihood of their repositioning to each location, such that 

we derive a representation of their spatial influence comparable to that of traditional motion 

models. 

Pr(𝑥) = 
𝑤𝑓𝑐=1

𝑤𝑓𝑐=1 + (1 − 𝑤)𝑓𝑐=0
 (2) 
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Figure 8-1. Two-dimensional representation of the commitment modelling process. The blue line 

represents the distribution for commitment values of 1 (𝑓𝑐=1), and the green line represents the 

distribution for commitment values of 0 (𝑓𝑐=0). The red line represents player influence (𝑃𝑟(𝑥)), 
derived from the combined commitment distributions (see Equation 2). This exemplar represents a 

player’s commitment probability across relative x- co-ordinates for a y- displacement of 1 m, 

velocity = 4 m/s, and time = 2 s. All co-ordinates are relative to player displacement direction. 

8.3.3 Decision-making Model 

Following a pass, the ball can be received on the full, resulting in a mark, or can be received 

after a bounce, in which case a mark is not awarded. Hence, each of a player’s passing 

options has four possible outcomes – successful passes in which a teammate receives the 

ball before (A) or after (B) it bounces, and unsuccessful passes in which an opponent does 

the same (C and D respectively). For each option, we calculate the probability (p) and value 

(e) of each event (Equation 3). As we consider players to be moving objects who exhibit 

spatial influence over locations not at their present position, the player with the ball could 

theoretically kick to any location within a radius equal to their maximum kicking distance. 

The typical maximum range of elite footballers has been found to be between 55 and 63 m 

(Ball, 2008c), hence the kicking radius in this study is set to 60 m. While some locations 
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are likely sub-optimal choices, we calculate the expected outcome (EO) of each location 

within said radius. The EO for a location, x, is as follows: 

𝐸𝑂(𝑥) = 𝑝𝐴(𝑥)𝑒𝑎(𝑥) + 𝑝𝐵(𝑥)𝑒𝑎(𝑥) − 𝑝𝐶(𝑥)𝑒𝑜(𝑥) − 𝑝𝐷(𝑥)𝑒𝑜(𝑥) (3) 

where 𝑒𝑎 and 𝑒𝑜 are the field equity values for the attacking team and their opponent 

respectively. Derivation of field equity in AFL has been the focus of previous studies 

(O'Shaughnessy, 2006; Jackson, 2016).  

From the EO of a pass, we calculate the value of a decision (referred to as the decision 

value or DV) as the EO of the pass that was executed, divided by the maximum EO 

contained in a player’s kicking range (EOopt): 

𝐷𝑉(𝑥) = 
𝐸𝑂(𝑥)

𝐸𝑂𝑜𝑝𝑡
 (4) 

The EO of a pass will be negative if the equity at its target location is negative. For 

a decision with negative EO, the associated DV will likewise be negative. For a DV <-1, 

we set DV to -1. 

8.3.4 Outcome Probabilities 

For a given location, a team’s spatial influence (INF) is the sum of the influence of its 

players: 

𝐼𝑁𝐹(𝑥) = ∑𝑃𝑟𝑖(𝑥)

18

𝑖=1

 (5) 

where  𝑃𝑟𝑖 is the commitment probability array for player i, from Equation 2. An 

attacking team’s influence is a measure of the commitment of its players. From the 

influence of each team, we calculate the attacking team’s spatial dominance (DOM) as: 
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𝐷𝑂𝑀𝑎(𝑥) =
𝐼𝑁𝐹𝑎(𝑥)

𝐼𝑁𝐹𝑎(𝑥) + 𝐼𝑁𝐹𝑜(𝑥)
 (6) 

where 𝐼𝑁𝐹𝑎(𝑥) and 𝐼𝑁𝐹𝑜(𝑥) are the influence of the attacking team and their 

opponent at x. 

The attacking team’s dominance at x is the proportion of space they own. Logically, 

greater spatial dominance translates to a higher chance of a successful pass. Given that 

dominance is a relative measure, it is possible for a team to have high dominance over a 

location where influence is low. In such a case, while the probability of a successful pass 

is high due to their dominance, the probability that their players will reach the location is 

low, hence such a location is likely a poor passing location. To account for this, we 

calculate the probability of a successful mark (𝑝𝐴 and 𝑝𝐶 from Equation 3) as a team’s 

dominance multiplied by their influence. 

𝑝(𝑥) = 𝐷𝑂𝑀(𝑥) × 𝐼𝑁𝐹(𝑥) (7) 

Given that a team’s desired outcome is a successful pass resulting in a mark, this 

probability (Equation 7) is of particular importance when analysing a pass. We refer to 𝑝𝐴 

as the risk of a pass, where higher values indicate a safer passing option. 

If a pass does not result in a mark, the probability that either team would win the ball 

is simply equal to their dominance (𝑝𝐵 and 𝑝𝐷 from Equation 3). 

8.3.5 Kicking Variance 

Given imperfect accuracy of kicks, there is a chance that a kick will not reach its intended 

target. To incorporate this variance, we represent the likely target of a kick using a 2D 

Gaussian distribution with covariance equal to 5% of the kicking distance. The modified 
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EO of a kick is equal to the summed product of the kicking Gaussian’s PDF and the raw 

EO values contained in its radius: 

𝐸𝑂𝑚𝑜𝑑(𝑥) = ∑𝐸𝑂(𝑖)𝑓(𝑖)

𝑖∈𝑆

 (8) 

where S is the set of integer co-ordinates in a radius around x equal to 5% of the 

Euclidean distance between the ball and x. 

8.3.6 Statistical Analysis 

For each analysed event, the optimal pass is identified as the pass to a teammate within a 

60 m radius of the kicker whose EO is highest. The characteristics of the pass that was 

made and the pass identified as being optimal were extracted for all kicks that were 

preceded and resulted in a mark across the analysed matches (see Table 1 for a list of 

variables and definitions). We refer to the pass that was made as the decision and the pass 

identified as the optimal option as the alternative (note that if the decision was optimal it 

will be equal to the alternative). Descriptive statistics (mean ± SD) were produced for all 

metrics. Spearman’s correlation coefficient (ρ) was used to measure the correlation of 

decision-making metrics with location. KDE was used to fit the distribution of analysed 

variables, finding that the decision-making metrics are not normally distributed. The Mann-

Whitney U test was used to assess differences between the characteristics of decisions and 

alternatives (Mann & Whitney, 1947). 

We explore team level trends in decision-making by comparing two teams. Teams 

were selected by taking the teams with the highest samples who fit the following criteria – 

one team who finished in the top 8 (Team A) in both the 2017 and 2018 regular AFL 

playing seasons, and one team who finished in the bottom 10 in the same seasons (Team 
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B). Participation in the play-off finals in AFL is between the top 8 teams, hence the choice 

of cut-off criteria ensured one team who participated in the finals, and one team from the 

cohort who did not make the finals group. Furthermore, the distribution of team samples is 

heavily skewed, hence importance was placed on selecting teams with adequate sample 

sizes. This skew in team samples is due to this study’s focus on matches played at a single 

stadium, hence teams who more frequently played matches at this stadium appear more 

frequently in the dataset. Differences between team-level statistics were measured using 

the Mann-Whitney U test. Within-team decision-making is analysed for both teams. We fit 

the distribution of mean decision-making characteristics for each player on the team. All 

analyses were carried out in the Python programming language, using SciPy (Jones, et al., 

2014) and the Scikit-learn (Pedregosa, 2011) packages. 

8.4 RESULTS 

8.4.1 Motion Models 

Motion models were produced from 46220 instances of player commitment. Within the 

dataset there were 6392 instances of player commitment (Commitment = 1), and 39828 

instances of no commitment (Commitment = 0), producing a weighting coefficient (w) of 

0.14. Resultant motion models for four different player velocities for ball time-to-point of 

two seconds are visualised in Figure 8-2. Peak commitment probabilities occurred at 0.8 m 

for a velocity of 2 m/s (Figure 8-2a), 1.6m for 4 m/s (Figure 8-2b), 3.7 m for 6 m/s (Figure 

8-2c), and 5.3 m for 8 m/s (Figure 8-2d). While density peaks at further distances as 

velocity increases, a negative correlation is revealed between player velocity (integers from 

1 to 8 m/s) and peak commitment probabilities (ρ = -0.80 for t = 2 seconds), and between 

ball time-to-point (whole second integers from 1 to 4 seconds) and peak commitment 
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probabilities (ρ = -1 for velocity = 4 m/s). At higher velocities, the probability that a player 

will commit to a contest decreases as the relative angle increases. For a velocity of 8 m/s 

or greater, player’s exhibit minimal influence on space in the negative y- axis (i.e., behind 

their displacement direction). As velocity increases, we also note that the shape of a 

player’s commitment inverts. 

Table 8-1. Definitions of decision-making variables. 

Variable Definition 

Dominance The proportion of space owned by a team (see Equation 6) 

Influence A measure of spatial occupancy irrespective of opposition 

locations, equal to the summed commitment probabilities of a 

team’s players (see Equation 5) 

Risk The likelihood of a successful pass resulting in a mark (see 

Equation 7) 

Decision 

Value 

The value of a player’s passing decision, measured relative to the 

optimal decision available at the time of the pass (see Equation 4) 

Expected 

Outcome 

A numerical value describing the expected value of passing to a 

field position that considers the risk and reward of said pass (see 

Equation 3) 

Distance The Euclidean distance between two points. For a kick, distance is 

the Euclidean distance between the location of the kicker and of 

the receiver 
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Figure 8-2. Motion models representing a player’s area of influence whilst moving at various 

velocities for ball time-to-point of 2 s. Heatmap intensity is equivalent to the probability that a 

player (at the point of origin) would participate in a contest at relative x-, y- co-ordinates, as 

quantified by observed commitment behaviours. 

8.4.2 Decisions and Alternatives 

A total of 2935 passes matched the selection criteria across 60 matches (48.9 ± 14.7 kicks 

per match). An example decision-making output is visualised in Figure 8-3. In this 

example, the kicker passes to a teammate positioned towards the boundary line in the 

defensive 50 m region, while the model identified three higher value passes to teammates 

positioned towards the centre of the field. Figure 8-4 presents the components that 

constitute EO calculations. Summarised characteristics of decisions and alternatives are 

presented in Table 8-2. The mean of all analysed variables was lower for decisions 
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compared to alternatives and all differences were statistically significant (refer to Table 8-

2).  

 

 

Figure 8-3. An example output of the decision-making model. The attacking team players are 

plotted in blue and their opponents in red. The kicker (circled in yellow) executed a pass along the 

orange line to the receiver (circled in orange). The model identified three higher valued passes (to 

players circled in magenta) towards the middle of the field that are within a 60 m radius of the 

kicker. The intensity of green correlates to the expected outcome of passes to each field position. 

A very weak correlation was noted between vertical displacement from centre and 

DV of decisions (ρ = 0.06). Horizontal displacement from the attacking team’s goal is 

positively correlated with DV (ρ = 0.56). 

The distributions of decision-making characteristics are presented in Figure 8-5. The 

distribution of dominance (Figure 8-5a) is bimodal, with peak density for decisions at 
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DOM = 0.54 and a local maximum at DOM = 1.0. This global peak at 0.54 represents a 

contest between two teams that slightly favours the attacker, while the local maximum at  

 

Figure 8-4. Team influence (A), dominance (B), field equity (C), and resultant expected outcomes 

(D) relative to the player in possession (circled in yellow, towards the lower boundary). High 

value space is represented as darker green regions. Team influence measures the spatial 

influence of the attacking team (whose players are in blue), while dominance measures their 

spatial ownership relative to the opposition (whose players are in red). All values are calculated 

relative to the player in possession. When complete, the model presented in this paper identifies 

two high value areas towards the centre square, both viable passing options (see D). 

1.0 represents a kick to an area of absolute dominance. The distribution of alternatives is 

similarly bimodal, with a greater negative skew and density around absolute dominance. 

Influence of decisions (Figure 8-5b) reveals peak density at INF = 0.43, which is 

comparable to the average peak density of player commitment models (Figure 8-2). 

Density for risk peaks at 0.25 (Figure 8-5c). The shape of the distributions of EO for 

decisions and alternatives are different, with decisions exhibiting peak density at EO = 0.14 
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(Figure 8-5d), and minimal density is noted at EO > 2, while alternatives are noted as 

having a greater range of EO values, with no notable density peak. DV follows a relatively  

 

Figure 8-5. Distribution of decision-making characteristics for decisions (red) and alternatives 

(blue). 

normal distribution for decisions (Figure 8-5e) and distributions of kicking distance (Figure 

8-5f) exhibit opposite skews (decisions are positively skewed, while alternatives 

negatively). Density of kicking distance for decisions is highest at 17.3 m, marginally 

longer than the 15 m minimum distance required for a legal mark. Small density peaks at 

0.0 are observed for the dominance, influence, and risk of alternatives. 

8.4.3 Team-level Characteristics 

The distributions of passing characteristics for two teams are presented in Figure 8-6 and 

the summary statistics in Table 8-3. There was minimal difference in the dominance, 

influence, risk, and distance of decisions between the two teams. The mean EO and DV for 

Team B are higher than those of Team A, however no differences were found to be 

statistically significant. While the shape of variable distributions is similar for both teams, 
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it is noted that Team B exhibits a greater negative skew for EO, DV, and distance variables. 

Distributions of mean decision-making characteristics for players amongst both teams were 

 

Figure 8-6. Distribution of team-level decision-making variables for Team A (blue) and Team B 

(red). Associated p-values (computed using the Mann-Whitney U test) are presented for each 

variable. 
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Figure 8-7. Within-team distributions for decision-making for Team A (blue) and Team B (red). 

Top row are the distributions for the mean decision-making abilities of players and the bottom row 

are variance. 

 found to be similar (Figure 8-7). While the differences between player-level standard 

deviations were not found to be statistically significant, the distributions for dominance 

and distance variance display visual differences. 

Table 8-2. Mean values for decision-making variables between decisions and alternatives. Values 

are presented as Mean ± SD and all differences are statistically significant. 

Variable Decisions Alternatives 

Dominance 0.66 ± 0.23 0.75 ± 0.23 

Influence 0.51 ± 0.27 0.63 ± 0.31 

Risk 0.33 ± 0.19 0.47 ± 0.21 

Expected Outcome 0.34 ± 0.46 2.11 ± 1.41 

Decision Value 0.13 ± 0.42 0.78 ± 0.24 

Distance 25.0 ± 11.8 42.7 ± 17.8 

Table 8-3. Mean values for decision-making variables between Team A and Team B. p-values for 

differences are presented in Figure 5. 

Variable Team A Team B 
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Dominance 0.66 ± 0.23 0.66 ± 0.23 

Influence 0.52 ± 0.24 0.49 ± 0.24 

Risk 0.34 ± 0.19 0.32 ± 0.17 

Expected Outcome 0.29 ± 0.39 0.34 ± 0.42 

Decision Value 0.08 ± 0.42 0.13 ± 0.43 

Distance 24.3 ± 12.0 24.9 ± 11.6 

 

8.5 DISCUSSION 

This study demonstrates a method for measuring characteristics of player pass decision-

making in invasion team sports. Previous studies of player decisions have measured 

decisions relative to some current measure of possession expectation (e.g., Cervone et al., 

2014), rather than relative to the value of alternative passes that were presented. While the 

former approach assigns value to a specific kick, relative measures of decision-making 

assign value to individual decisions. Similar to the distinction between player accuracy and 

shot difficulty (e.g., Chang, et al., 2014), assigning value to player decision-making 

presents greater insights into individual player performance. The adoption of decision-

making evaluation in combination with measurements of accuracy and risk would allow 

for targeted coaching and recruitment, as well as defining categories of player tactical 

behaviour. 

A major component of the decision-making modelling were player motion models, 

fit on the weighted distributions of player commitment to contests. While previous studies 

have developed probabilistic motion models with arbitrary bounds (Fernandez & Bornn, 

2018) or from a player’s observed displacements (Brefeld, et al., 2018), the commitment 

modelling approach demonstrated in this study fits player behaviour with consideration of 
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movement context, representing a new approach to the measurement of a player’s spatial 

influence. Furthermore, the models are parameterized through the fitting of density in four 

dimensions (with consideration of a player’s velocity, time and x- and y- co-ordinates), 

presenting a continuous representation of player commitment. A notable finding of the 

motion models is that commitment peaks are of lower density for higher velocity and time 

values. That is, players are overall less likely to commit to an upcoming contest if the ball 

is further away (hence, a high time-to-point) or if they are moving at high velocities. This 

finding is logical and may be explained by a desire to simply corral an opponent or 

reposition for future involvements, rather than participate in the immediate transaction. As 

with alternative motion models, we found that a player’s influence in the negative y-axis 

(i.e., behind them) degrades as their speed increases. While models fit on player 

commitments more realistically measure their likelihood to occupy future space, the 

models only consider a player’s position and momentum, not teammate locations. A 

player’s participation in a contest logically has some dependence on the position of their 

teammates, hence attempts to incorporate may produce more realistic models. 

A key finding in this study are the novel insights into the decision-making and 

passing tendencies of Australian Rules footballers. Previous studies have identified the 

importance of kicking in the AFL (Stewart, et al., 2007; Robertson, et al., 2016a) but there 

has been minimal work into describing the kicking landscape at elite levels at a 

transactional level (e.g., distance, level of pressure), despite studies on the biomechanics 

of kicking in Australian Rules football (e.g., Ball, 2008a; Ball, 2008b). This study found 

that kicks resulting in a mark are most commonly short, with a density peak at 17.3 metres 

(mean = 25 m), marginally longer than the minimum distance required for a legal mark. 
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This could be the result of tactical behaviour, or indicative of the ease in which close 

options can be identified due to lower visual obstruction. Furthermore, successful marks 

are most often to players in one on one contests or to players who are completely open (as 

suggested by the bimodal distribution of passing dominance and the density peaks of risk), 

which may be indicative of risk aversion, however more research is required to understand 

individual player behaviour. 

In contrast to player decisions, the optimal alternative passes that were identified by 

the model presented in this study were long distance kicks, less frequently to unmarked 

individuals. While the distribution of dominance was similarly bimodal for alternatives, 

the peak at absolute dominance (DOM = 1.0) was less intense than for decisions. The 

higher density for passes to areas of dominance between 0.5 (a 50/50 contest) and 1.0 

suggests kicks to areas in which multiple teammates have an opportunity to receive the 

ball. This is reinforced by the distribution of influence for alternatives (Figure 8-5b) where 

more density is noted for influence above 0.5 compared to decisions. Long-range passes 

having higher associated values (EO and DV) is logical due to the inclusion of AFL field 

equity, in which the value of space increases as the distance and angle to the goalposts 

decreases (Jackson, 2016; Figure 8-4c). The contrast in distances between decisions and 

alternatives (Figure 8-5f) could be due to several factors, such as a difficulty for players to 

identify long-range options (due to visual obstruction and lower decision-making time, for 

example) or an underestimation of kicking accuracy by the model. Due to the unavailability 

of precision ball tracking in AFL, this study used an arbitrary measurement of kicking 

accuracy. Should more detailed transactional data or LPS ball tracking become available, 

it is believed that kicking accuracy could be modelled from empirical data. The density 
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peaks at values towards 0 for dominance, influence, and risk can be explained by situations 

in which all passing options are positioned in areas of negative field equity (e.g., field 

formations in the defensive 50 m area), resulting in an optimal decision being a kick to an 

area of no spatial dominance (hence, no negative associated equity). This is a common 

problem with models that use equity-based rewards, where moving the ball backwards is 

often associated with a reduction in equity. 

Team level analysis revealed that the less successful team in the 2017/2018 season 

had higher average DV than the more successful team. Furthermore, while within-team 

distribution of player averages were similar, the player variance of DV was more positively 

skewed for the less successful team. Of particular interest is the finding that the less 

successful team executed passes of higher value, potentially suggestive of a difference in 

playing styles. Future research into player and team-level decision-making should consider 

contextual information such as match conditions, score deficits, and tactical styles. Despite 

these differences in the mean and standard deviation of team-level metrics, we note that 

the differences were not statistically significant in all cases (p > 0.05). Compared to the 

league-wide averages, the greatest differences experience by either team were of Team A’s 

DV and EO. Given that the decision-making model is developed from league-wide 

averages, this may suggest that Team A executes passes at a level above the league average. 

The reward component is fit on the average equity gain, given field location and pressure, 

hence it is possible that individual teams equity gains may have significant variation. 

Future research into the decision-making of Australian footballers should consider 

differences in outcomes to identify if there is a difference in the execution of passes 
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between teams. That is, do certain teams outperform the mathematical averages of this 

decision-making model? 

8.6 CONCLUSION 

This work represents the beginning of ongoing research into player decision-making in the 

AFL. The decoupling of player decision-making from overall player performance allows 

for a more precise understanding of player ability that has applications in coaching and 

scouting. Underlying the decision-making model is a player motion model fit on the 

combined distributions of relative contest locations that were committed to, and those that 

were not. The resulting motion model quantifies the probability that a player would commit 

to a contest, given their velocity, displacement direction, and past behaviours. It was found 

that player commitment decreases as a function of velocity and available time, offering 

insights into the commitment behaviour of players. Analysis of passes revealed that players 

typically execute short kicks that are most commonly to teammates in one-on-one or 

unmarked situations, resulting in a bimodal distribution of passing dominance. Conversely, 

the mathematical model presented in this paper identifies long-range options as having 

higher expected value, given the inclusion of field equity which rewards possession closer 

to the goalposts. This mismatch in decisions could be due to the ease in which short-range 

options can be identified and executed compared to long-range options. 
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Chapter 9: Discussion and Conclusions 

Chapter Overview 

In this chapter, the outputs and results of this thesis are discussed. 

 This chapter contains a summary of thesis research (Section 9.1) and contributions 

to knowledge (Section 9.2). The limitations (Section 9.3) and future research directions 

(Section 9.4) are discussed. 

9.1 RESEARCH SUMMARY 

In this section, the research outputs of chapters contained in this thesis are briefly 

summarised, grouped by theme. 

9.1.1 Coordinative Behaviour 

Chapter 4 analysed coordinative behaviour of Australian footballers. The relative phase of 

intra- and inter-team player couples was measured. The phase angles for angular velocity 

and acceleration were examined. It was found that high coordinative couples involved 

midfield players. Furthermore, coordination degrades in later quarters. 

9.1.2 Spatial Occupancy 

Chapter 5 marked the beginning of the thesis’ investigation into space in Australian 

football. Gaussian mixture models were used to estimate the density of player groups. This 

served as an approximation of congestion, however did not discriminate between teams. 

Hence, this work informed a change in the focus of future work on spatial occupancy.

 In chapter 6, a variation of the motion models presented in Gudmundsson and 
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Wolle (2010) and Brefeld et al. (2018) were used to identify the spatial influence of players. 

Observed displacements were bound by smoothed egg-shaped ellipses. In theory, a player 

is able to reposition to any location contained in these bounds. When applied across teams, 

the spatial ownership (or dominance) of the attacking team can be measured on a 

continuous scale (via overlapping influence). 

 Chapter 7 and 8 develop a more realistic measure of spatial occupancy. In contrast 

to the model from chapter 6, the commitment models developed in chapter 7 represent the 

amount of space a player can reach as a distribution. The outputs describe the probability 

a player would reach locations in their vicinity, dependent on their velocity and available 

time. 

9.1.3 Player Decision-Making 

Two models for measuring player decisions were presented. The value of a player’s 

decision is measured relative to their available options. It was found that Australian 

footballers tend to execute short-range passes which are frequently low value comparative 

to available alternatives. Furthermore, in Chapter 7 it was observed that the spatial features 

of receiving players differs by field region. 

9.2 CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE 

This thesis has contributed new approaches to measurements of player behaviour and 

spatial occupancy. The applications of these approaches have produced insights into the 

behaviour of Australian footballers. 

9.2.1 Spatial Occupancy 

Gudmundsson and Horton (2017) suggested that the modelling of player motion has often 

been simple and has ignored the physiological constraints and momentum of players. In 
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this thesis, multiple methods of incorporating player momentum into the modelling of 

player motion were exemplified. This was taken one step further with the addition of 

contextual information of a player’s displacement (chapter 7). 

 

Figure 9-1. Comparison of commitment (left) and displacement (right) motion models for two 

velocities. 

A new approach to the modelling of player motion was presented in Chapter 7. 

Commitment models measure the likelihood that a player will reposition to forthcoming 

contests. These models improve upon existing models of player motion should the 

application require the measurement of space in respect to the ball. Early research into 

player motion models suggested contextual information could improve upon existing 

approaches (Fujimura & Sugihara, 2005). Displacement-based continuous models have not 

considered the context of player displacements (e.g., Gudmundsson & Wolle, 2010; 

Brefeld, et al., 2018). Commitment models are compared to displacement-based models in 
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Figure 9-1. The difference in density reveals that player displacements are dependent on 

the location of the ball. 

In contrast to a recent study that measured space relative to the ball (Fernandez & 

Bornn, 2018), commitment models are fit on empirical player data. The result is a more 

dynamic model that reflects a player’s historical behaviour. Notably, the shape of the 

models produced by this process do not fit a normal two-dimensional Gaussian (Fig. 9-1), 

hence the Gaussian process described in Fernandez and Bornn (2018) would be inadequate 

for application in Australian football.  

Early measures of spatial pressure were simple and did not considered orientation of 

players (Gudmundsson & Horton, 2017). This has recently been addressed by Fernandez 

and Bornn (2018), although for different applications. The models presented in this thesis 

output a player’s spatial influence. From influence, dominance is calculated as the 

proportion of space a team owns. These metrics provide information about the spatial 

pressure exhibited by individuals which has been suggested as an area that requires more 

research (Gudmundsson & Horton, 2017). 

9.2.2 Decision-making 

The decision-making metrics presented in Chapters 7 and 9 represent a new approach to 

the measurement of player decisions. Previous studies have measured player decisions 

relative to change in possession expectations (e.g., Cervone et al., 2014). The approach in 

this thesis was to measure a decision relative to a player’s available options. While a 

player’s decision may have increased a possession expectation, if there existed alternatives 

that would have increased it by a greater amount then that decision was sub-optimal. 

Measuring decisions in this manner requires possession expectations to be forecast for 
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available options, rather than computed for the immediate possession as in previous studies 

(e.g., Cervone et al., 2014). Doing so requires calculating the percentage chance of a pass 

being successful. This was estimated via a team’s spatial dominance. 

 A component of the decision-making models was consideration of player 

momentum when computing possession values in their vicinity. Hence, the optimal 

receiving location of a player can be identified, given the location and momentum of 

opponents. Previous studies of player passing have only considered passes along the 

shortest path between the passer and receiver (Gudmundsson & Horton, 2017).  

9.2.3 Contributions to AFL 

The primary contributions of this thesis are the insights derived into Australian football. 

Prior to the research presented in this thesis, there had been no research in Australian 

football that utilised positional data of both teams. While player-tracking data had been 

used to summarise movement profiles of footballers (e.g., Wisbey, et al., 2010; Brewer, et 

al., 2010; Heasman, et al., 2011), no studies had used the positional data of players. 

Coordinative Behaviour 

The measurement of player coordinative behaviour via relative phase couplings revealed 

that high coordinative pairs of both intra- and inter-team couples involved at least one 

midfield player. Midfield players generally have higher work rates than other positions 

(Wisbey, et al., 2010), hence these findings are logical. Furthermore, this study extended 

the findings of Morgan and Williams (2012) with the addition of inter-team pairings. Inter-

team pairings were proposed as a means of identifying players who are being marked by 

opponents. It was found that both intra- and inter- coordinative behaviour degraded 

throughout the analysed match.  
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Motion Models 

The three approaches to spatial occupancy presented in this study provided insights into 

the behaviour of Australian footballers. The summarised density of players did not have a 

notable trend throughout a match of Australian football (chapter 5). However, there were 

notable differences between the density and its entropy during successful and unsuccessful 

possession chains. 

 Chapter 6 is one of the first studies to apply displacement-based models outside of 

soccer (for previous applications, see Gudmundsson & Wolle, 2010; Horton et al., 2015; 

Brefeld et al., 2018). A slight variation in bounding the player displacements was 

presented. Rather than using a convex hull or smoothed ellipses, partial ellipses were fit 

independently in the positive and negative y- axis. This process produces an approximation 

of player limits and is less computationally expensive than convex hull methods. Applying 

the models to Australian footballers produced logical insights – namely, that players are 

able to cover more forward space as velocity increases, and that reorientation to cover 

negative space is unlikely at high velocities. 

 Commitment modelling produced novel insights into player participation to contest 

transactions (i.e., contested marks and spoils). From the commitment dataset, it was found 

that approximately 14% of players within 30 metres of the forthcoming contest will 

reposition to participate in said contest. Further insights were similar to that of 

displacement-based models – players are less likely to commit to contests behind them as 

velocity increases. Interestingly, the peak commitment probabilities decrease as velocity 

and time increases. This suggests that players who have more time to are less likely to 
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commit to the forthcoming contest. It is likely that they use this time to reposition for future 

possessions. 

Player Decision-Making 

This thesis presented two models for measuring player decision-making. The approaches 

had many similarities, with the key difference that the second model (Chapter 8) considered 

more passing outcomes. It was discovered that players infrequently execute decisions 

identified as high value. High value decisions were typically long range passes to open 

players, while common passes were short range. Possible reasons for this were discussed 

in Chapters 6, 7 and 8. 

 Spatial metrics were used to analyse player passes. Analysis of passing in the AFL 

has previously been limited to discrete performance indicators which are manually 

collected, hence have questions around their accuracy. The metrics developed in this thesis 

were able to analyse aspects of kicking on a continuous scale. Players most commonly 

passed to one-on-one contests or open players. Furthermore, passes were rarely longer than 

25 metres. Spatial metrics were used to cluster passes into three clusters in Chapter 7. 

Finally, it was found that players are more risk averse in the defensive 50 region and more 

frequently pass to congested player groups in the forward 50 region. While these findings 

are logical, previous statistics have been unable to quantify this on a continuous scale. 

9.2.4 Applications to Other Team Sports 

While the methodology presented in this thesis were applied to Australian football, these 

methods could be applied to other invasion team sports for similar results. Research was 

approached with transferability in mind, ensuring that the methods used were not 

dependent on the behaviour or number of players involved. 
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 Spatial occupancy, in particular, could be transferred to other team sports. It was 

shown that commitment models were more representative of player behaviour than 

displacement-based motion models in Australian football. It is likely that findings would 

be similar in other invasion team sports where players typically follow the ball, rather than 

hold positions. Basketball would be one example of this. 

The simplistic density metric presented in Chapter 5 is applicable to all team sports. 

This process utilises Gaussian mixture models (GMM) to estimate density and proposed 

the use of the Bayesian Information Criterion to estimate the congestion of spatial 

formations. Research into appropriate GMM inputs would be required to adapt this 

methodology to different field and team sizes. 

9.3 LIMITATIONS 

The limitations of individual methodologies are discussed in their relevant chapters. The 

general limitations of this work are discussed below. 

The accuracy of the findings presented in each chapter are dependent on the accuracy 

of player-tracking technology. It has been suggested that the 10 Hz GPS and LPS devices 

that were used to collect data are adequate for most purposes (Akenhead, et al., 2014; 

Johnston, et al., 2014; Hoppe, et al., 2018). Furthermore, it was found that LPS devices are 

more accurate than GPS devices (Hoppe, et al., 2018). Hence, it is assumed that accuracy 

of player-tracking technology will continue to improve over time. Methodology presented 

in these studies can be applied on future technologies that collect (x, y) data on players. 

 A further limitation is a reliance on transactional data for ball position and match 

events. Transactions are manually collected by Champion Data for each match. There has 
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been minimal research into the accuracy of their data collection. Robertson et al. (2016b) 

analysed the reliability of performance indicators by comparing Champion Data’s reported 

events with individually collected data, finding strong agreement between the two (intra-

class correlation coefficient > 0.94 for all performance indicators). This paper did not 

investigate the accuracy of performance indicator constraints (e.g., pressure source) 

(Robertson, et al., 2016b). Should ball tracking become available, methodology could be 

developed that did not use transactional datasets. All methods presented in this thesis 

utilized transactions purely for event timestamps, rather than positional information which 

is also collected. This limits the research’s exposure to the inaccuracies these datasets may 

present. However, the reliability of transaction time-stamps has not been researched. 

 The metrics developed in this thesis require opposition data to implement. In the 

AFL, access to opposition tracking data is limited. Hence, uptake of these metrics in the 

AFL is unlikely until teams are granted data on all teams. 

 Finally, a notable limitation of aspects of Chapters 6, 7 and 8 is their use of the AFL 

field equity metric. Field equity was produced in O’Shaughnessy (2006) and later 

smoothed in Jackson (2016). This metric was derived from datasets that predate the uptake 

of player-tracking technologies in Australian football. Hence, this metric does not consider 

the locations of teammates and opponents. An updated equity metric may improve the 

findings of these studies. 

9.4 FUTURE WORK 

There exist many opportunities for spatiotemporal analysis in Australian football. 
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 Future work can revisit methodologies from early studies which were limited by 

data availability. Notably, the research presented in chapter 4 and 5 were conducted on a 

single match of Under-18s Australian football and a single within-club training match 

respectively. 

 A secondary output of the research in Chapter 7 was identify frequently occurring 

passing types. This was achieved via the unsupervised clustering of spatial characteristics. 

Research into the measurement of playing profiles in Chapter 3 found that team profiles 

based on performance indicators didn’t discriminate winning profiles effectively (Spencer, 

et al., 2016). The measurement of distinct styles from spatiotemporal data is a step towards 

quantifying a team’s playing style. This scope of this work will be extended to measure the 

frequently occurring styles of different aspects of Australian football. 

 There remain limitations in the decision-making models. These include 

assumptions of fixed ball velocity and limitations in AFL field equity. Continued research 

into player decision-making should continue to address the remaining limitations. Future 

studies will have a focus on incorporating spatial information of teammates and their 

opponents into the computation of AFL field equity. Furthermore, the current player 

motion models are fit on league-wide data. The next stage of commitment-based motion 

modelling should produce models for different playing positions. Through continued data 

collection, it will be possible to fit motion models on the data of individual players, 

reflecting differences in their movement behaviours. 

 An interesting topic for future study is in the use of decision-making metrics to 

identify tactical behaviour. As with the applied work on passing types in Chapter 7, there 

exist different types of player decisions. Understanding the relationship between player 
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decisions and team tactics would provide a greater understanding of a team’s playing style. 

Furthermore, the difference between player decisions and those identified as optimal by 

the decision-making model should be explored. Whether the trend towards short passes is 

due to tactical or psychological reasons is an interesting topic. 

Without precise ball tracking, assumptions were required when modelling passing 

outcomes. While ball position can be inferred from consolidating transactional (play-by-

play match events) and tracking datasets, this assumes straight line passes. This process 

was used to infer ball position in latter chapters. A similar process has been exemplified in 

small-sided football matches (Folgado, et al., 2014). The process from this study included 

recording the time and location of out-of-bounds events, hence ball position can be inferred 

whilst the ball is out of play (Folgado, et al., 2014). Regardless, this process is reliant on 

unrealistic expectations of ball paths. Hence, applying the decision-making models to other 

team sports that have spatiotemporal ball data will be a future research focus. 

Finally, the applicability of processes developed in this thesis to coaching, 

performance analysis, and recruitment should be assessed. Validation work on the metrics 

from this thesis (e.g., Decision Value) is an important step in their implementation at a 

team level. These metrics provide insights into components of player performance that are 

not captured by current data collection processes.    
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